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Umut AKIN

ABSTRACT

SEISMIC ASSESSMENT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAM-TO-COLUMN
CONNECTIONS UNDER REVERSED CYCLIC LOADING

Akın, Umut
M.Sc., Department of Civil Engineering
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Burcu Burak

April 2011, 153 Pages

Prior experimental research clearly reveals that the performance of reinforced
concrete frame structures under earthquake loading is closely related to the behavior
of beam-to-column connection regions. In order for a reinforced concrete building to
have an adequate response under high lateral deformations, beam-to-column
connections should be able to preserve their integrity. However, even today beam-tocolumn connections are assumed to be rigid or elastic, leading to an incorrect
estimation of the structural response under earthquake loading. One of the basic
reasons for the assumption of rigid joints is the lack of analytical models that
adequately represent the seismic behavior of the connection region. In this thesis, an
analytical model that realistically represents the beam-to-column connection
response is developed, in the light of prior experimental data. The experimental
subassemblies used in the generation of the analytical model are later modeled in
OpenSees environment in order to verify the accuracy of the model. Throughout the
research, utmost attention is paid for the model to be simple enough to be used
practically and also to cover a wide range of beam to column connection properties.
Keywords: Reinforced Concrete Moment Resisting Frames, Earthquake Loading,
Beam-to-Column Connections, Reversed Cyclic Loading, OpenSees, Analytical
Model.
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ÖZ

BETONARME KOLON-KİRİŞ BİRLEŞİM BÖLGELERİNİN
TERSİNİR TEKRARLANIR YÜKLER ALTINDAKİ
DAVRANIŞININ DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ

Akın, Umut
Yüksek Lisans, İnşaat Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Burcu Burak

Nisan 2011, 153 Sayfa

Bugüne kadar yapılmış olan deneysel çalışmalar açıkça göstermektedir ki, betonarme
çerçeve sistemlerinin deprem yükü altındaki performansı, kolon-kiriş bağlantı
bölgelerinin davranışı ile yakından ilgilidir. Betonarme bir yapının yüksek
deformasyonlar altında sağlam kalabilmesi, ancak kolon-kiriş bağlantılarının
bütünlüğünü muhafaza edebilmesi ile mümkündür. Ancak bugün dahi betonarme
yapıların tasarımında kolon-kiriş bağlantı bölgelerinin rijit ya da elastik olarak
davranacağı varsayılmakta, bunun sonucunda da yapıların deprem yükü altındaki
davranışları doğru biçimde öngörülememektedir. Bu durumun ana sebeplerinden biri
kolon-kiriş bağlantı bölgelerinin davranışını gerçekçi bir şekilde yansıtacak analitik
modellerin eksikliğidir. Bu araştırma sonucunda, kolon-kiriş bağlantılarının tersinir
tekrarlanır yükler altındaki davranışı daha önceden tamamlanmış deneysel
çalışmalardan elde edilen veriler ışığında incelenerek, bu davranışı başarılı bir
biçimde yansıtan analitik bir model oluşturulmuştur. Modelin oluşturulmasında
kullanılan deneysel çalışmalar daha sonra OpenSees programı aracılığıyla
modellenerek, önerilen davranış özelliklerinin deneysel verilerle uyumluluğu ortaya
konmuştur. Analitik çalışma süresince oluşturulan modelin pratik kullanıma uygun
basitlikte ve farklı bağlantı türlerini de temsil edebilecek şekilde kapsamlı olmasına
çaba gösterilmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Betonarme Çerçeve Sistemler, Deprem Yükü, Kolon-Kiriş
Birleşim Bölgeleri, Tersinir Tekrarlanır Yük, OpenSees, Analitik Model.
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CHAPTER 1
1

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

1.1

BEAM-TO-COLUMN CONNECTIONS

Beam-to-column connections have vital importance on the performance of reinforced
concrete moment resisting frame (RCMRF) structures, especially when subjected to
earthquake loads. For a structure to perform satisfactorily under high seismic action,
beam-to-column connections should preserve their integrity in order to be capable of
transferring vertical and horizontal shear loads between beams and columns even for
the most undesirable loading conditions.
In contrary to the general tendency to assume beam-to-column connections as rigid
zones, inelastic response of connections is proven to significantly affect the overall
structural behavior, especially for buildings which are subjected to high reversed
cyclic loads. Even today, despite the increasing number of worldwide research
projects on connection behavior, not enough attention is paid on the design of beamto-column connections. However, when the joint shear deformations are not taken
into consideration, overall structural deformations are underestimated and global
structural performance cannot be realistically obtained. Both experimental studies
and field observations after earthquakes clearly reveal that connections have an
important role in lateral load resistance for reinforced concrete structures and if not
properly designed, consequences may be irreversible, both in terms of life loss and
property damage.
Until today, only simple guidelines are considered for beam-to-column connections
in practical design applications. Main design principle of beam-to-column
connections is the ‘strong column-weak beam’ principle, without a detailed
1

understanding of interior mechanisms of connections. Philosophy behind the strong
column-weak beam principle is the concentration of damage on the plastic hinge
regions of beams and ensuring the columns do not fail even under high lateral loads.
In other words, yielding of column reinforcement before beam bars is avoided and a
bottom column plastic hinge mechanism which leads to the collapse of a structure is
prevented. But it should not be forgotten that, in order to effectively apply the strong
column-weak beam philosophy, beam-to-column connections should ensure
satisfactory performance under high flexural and shear loads.
As stated previously, despite the importance that beam-to-column connections
possess for structures, the behavior and performance of connections are probably the
most important neglected characteristics in the design of RCMRF structures. Main
reasons for that can be listed as the limited number of experimental and analytical
research and a large variety of connection types, both in terms of material and
geometric properties. Although the number of research projects on this topic
increases from day to day, a common understanding on the connection behavior
under earthquake loading could not be reached. The multitude of variables effective
in the performance of connections also increases the complexity of the subject and
makes it difficult to determine widely applicable and yet simple provisions. Although
most of the contemporary structural codes impose some practical rules on design of
beam-to-column connections, the equations in between codes differ significantly.
Moreover, a large number of subjects ranging from wide beam-to-column
connections to eccentric connections are specified as areas needing further research.
Analytical studies aim to represent several inelastic mechanisms responsible for the
behavior of beam-to-column connections under cyclic loading. From modeling point
of view, above mentioned difficulties in determination of connection response also
complicate the simulation of inelastic behavior of connections analytically. Although
several models have been generated , due to the complexity of parameters possibly
effecting the joint shear response and wide range of parameters, a practically
applicable analytical model that is capable of adequately representing the beam-tocolumn connection behavior has not been developed so far.

2

1.2

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

In this research project, first an extensive literature review of prior analytical and
experimental research has been carried out. Then, an experimental database that
contains information on a wide variety of connection properties is constructed and an
analytical model defining the beam-to-column connection behavior under cyclic
loading is developed. Finally, the analytical model is verified by the means of
computer software, OpenSees.
Prior to the construction of the database to be used as the primary resource in
modeling, an in depth research of the literature is conducted by examining analytical
and experimental studies on beam-to-column connection behavior. Reports on
analytical studies are utilized in order to create an in depth understanding on the
general behavior of beam-to-column connections as well as constituting a basic
reference on analytical models proposed up to this time. Besides giving important
information on the effects of several geometric and material properties, experimental
research projects have been taken as the main resource in the construction of the
database by providing detailed information on specimens, loading conditions and
responses. On the other hand, main problem encountered during the database
construction is the inadequacy or deficiency of the data provided in experimental
research reports. Detailed descriptions of literature review and database construction
are presented in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively.
An analytical model addressing the performance of beam-to-column connections is
developed considering two basic arguments: applicability for a wide range of
specimens having different characteristics and simplicity in order for the model to be
handy for practicing engineers. Throughout the research, a large variety of beam-tocolumn connections having different geometric and material properties have been
evaluated in the light of prior research, seeking for the optimum analytical model to
define the joint shear strength vs. strain response. From the large number of
parameters possibly effective in the performance of connections, the key parameters
with higher influence are revealed and presented in the final model. Description of
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the variables utilized in defining the shear response of connections along with the
final model is presented in Chapter 4.
Verification of the proposed shear force vs. shear strain model is explained in
Chapter 5 of the thesis. The computer models of the experimental subassemblies are
created and analyzed using ‘OpenSees’ software framework, which is the
abbreviation of the ‘Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation’. The
developed analytical joint model is assigned to the connection region of the
generated computer models, which are loaded using the time history presented in the
respective experimental study. Obtained analytical results are compared with
experimental data for verification purposes, a detailed description of which is also
presented in Chapter 5.
The thesis is finalized with Chapter 6, in which a general summary of the
investigation and recommendations for future research along with the conclusions
inferred throughout the study are presented.
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CHAPTER 2
2

LITERATURE REVIEW
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Importance of the beam-to-column connections of earthquake resistant reinforced
concrete structures started to arouse interest in 1960s. Hanson and Conner [1] are
referred as the first researchers to experimentally analyze connection performance
under seismic loading by many. Both experimental and analytical investigations on
the seismic response of beam-to-column connections have been in progress since
then, especially in seismically vulnerable countries such as the United States, Japan
and New Zealand.
Briefly mentioning, experimental research is focused on the response of beam-tocolumn connections under different types of loadings. Variations in the geometric
properties of connections, wide range of material properties and uncertainty in the
response mechanisms for different combinations of connection characteristics
provide an endless area of research for experimental investigations. On the other
hand analytical research aims to mathematically represent the connection behavior.
Creation of an easy to implement beam-to-column connection model, yet considering
the diversity of connection characteristics and obtaining accurate results is the main
objective of analytical studies.
Despite the increasing number of experimental and analytical studies carried on
recently, many beam-to-column connection properties still remains the subject open
for improvement from several aspects. In addition to the aforementioned diversities
in the connection characteristics, connections involving eccentricity or wide beams

5

expand the research area and make it harder for researchers to come up with a global
consensus.
Following parts of the literature review covers several subtopics. Primarily,
definition and classification of beam-to-column connections are described with
respect to effective joint width and joint strength definitions of contemporary
structural codes and recommendations of several researchers. Sequential subtopics
mention important parameters affecting joint behavior and are explained in the light
of findings from prior experimental and analytical research. Next two topics are on
special types of beam-to-column connections namely eccentric connections and wide
beam-to-column connections.
Literature review is finalized with a brief statement of prior studies on analytical
modeling of beam-to-column connections.
2.2

CLASSIFICATION OF BEAM-TO-COLUMN CONNECTIONS

In this section of the report, classification of beam-to-column connections is
addressed with respect to different characteristics, evaluated in accordance with the
point of view of related researcher or institute. As presented in the following parts of
this section, most contemporary provisions on structural engineering classify the
connections with respect to the number of beams surrounding the connection,
considering the ratio of the beam width to width of the column, which beams frame
into.
Additionally, connections involving wide beams or eccentric beams in the direction
of loading are also classified separately. Especially, the definitions of effective joint
area and joint shear strength differ considerably.
In the following paragraphs, the beam-to-column connection definitions are
presented with respective joint area and shear strength definitions in the
contemporary structural codes.
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2.2.1 ACI 318-R08
ACI 318R-08 [2], Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete and
Commentary is a comprehensive document covering the general requirements for
design and construction of reinforced concrete structures involving additional
commentary sections to further explain the provisions.
Though ACI 318R-08 constitutes a well detailed reference for construction of
reinforced concrete structures, specifications on beam-to-column connections are
described only briefly in ‘Section 21, Earthquake Resistant Structures’. In this
section, along with the general requirements about earthquake resistant design,
provisions for joint transverse reinforcement, design shear strength of joints and
calculation of effective cross sectional area are described.
Confinement provided by the surrounding members is assumed as the main
parameter in determination of the joint shear strength, on the condition that minimum
joint shear transverse reinforcement is provided. In order to for the beam to provide
sufficient confinement to the connection it frames into, at least 3/4 of the column
width should be covered by the beam width. Accordingly, a beam-to-column
connection is assumed to be fully confined if this condition is satisfied for all 4 faces
of the column. Also, an effective joint area (Aj) with respect to beam and column
dimensions is defined and the joint shear strength to be taken into account in design
is obtained considering effective joint area, square root of concrete compressive
strength and a ‘joint shear strength factor’ determined with respect to the
confinement provided by the surrounding members.
Effective joint area (Aj) has a width equal to effective joint width as defined below
and a height equal to column height, with respect to ACI 318-R08 (Figure 2.1).
Effective joint width, bj,318= min b+h , b+2x

(2.1)

where, x = the minimum distance between the column edge and beam edges for
eccentric connections.
b = beam width,
7

h = column deepth,
In consideeration of prrior descripttions, joint shear strenggth is defineed as,
For joints confined onn all four faaces:

2.00 f 'c A j

For jointts confinedd on threee faces orr on two opposite faces: 1.677 f 'c A j
(2.2)
For other cases:

1.00 f 'c A j

Figure 2.11 covers thee general deefinitions staated in ACII 318R-08.

Figuree 2.1: Effecctive Joint Area
A
(Aj) in
n ACI 318R
R-08
ACI318-008 provisions are appplicable forr structuress with conncrete com
mpressive
strengths higher
h
than 17 MPa (25
500 psi) witth no definiition of an upper
u
limit.
2.2
2.2 ACI 352R-02
mn Connecctions in
ACI 352R
R-02 [3], Recommenda
R
ations for Design
D
of Beam-Colu
B
Monolithic Reinforceed Concrette Structurees is a rep
port developped by AC
CI-ASCE
Committeee 352 in 2002
2
as a document
d
s
superseding
ACI 352R
R-91. The report
r
is
8

based on laboratory testing and field studies and constitutes a deetailed sum
mmary of
the currennt informatiion. Scope of the recoommendatioons is defin
ned as ‘propportions,
design and
d details off monolithicc beam-coluumn connecctions in casst in place concrete
c
frame coonstruction’’. Main parameters
p
considered
d are meember propportions,
confinemeent of the column coore in the joint
j
regionn, joint shear stress, ratio of
column-too-beam flexural strengtth at the connnection, deevelopmentt of reinforccing bars
and details of columnns and beam
ms framing iinto the joinnt.
as ‘the
ACI 352R
R-02 recom
mmendation
ns define thhe beam-to
o-column connections
c
portion off the colum
mn within th
he depth off the deepeest beam th
hat frames into the
column’ and
a with sixx categories depending on the num
mber of beaams surrounnding the
connectionn (Figure 2.2). Althoough formuulization off joint sheaar strength is very
similar to ACI 318R--08 provisioons, ‘joint shear
s
strenggth factor’ and
a joint shhear area
definitionss constitute a remarkabble differennce between
n ACI 318R
R-08 and AC
CI 352R02.
b noted that the recom
mmendationns do not ap
pply to connections wiith beam
It should be
widths exxceeding thee smaller of
o 3bc and (bc+1.5hc) and to strructures buiilt using
concrete with
w compreessive strenggth higher tthan 100 MP
Pa (15000 psi).
p

Figu
ure 2.2: Typ
pes of Connections (A
ACI 352R-002)
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Major claassification of beam-tto-column connectionss is perforrmed basedd on the
expected inelastic deformationss in relatioon to the design
d
loadd conditionss of the
mbers. Typee 1 connecttions are dessigned on th
he basis of strength
connectedd frame mem
without considering significant inelastic deformation
d
n and expeccted to satisfy ACI
318R-08, excluding chapter 21, which inccludes seism
mic design provisions.. Type 2
u
seism
mic loadingss and be caapable of
connectionns are desiggned to be effective under
dissipating
g energy thrrough reverrsed deform
mations in the inelastic range.
r
The forces acting onn the connecction regionn that resullt from com
mbination off several
c
shrinnkage, temp
perature, seettlement
effects suuch as exterrnally appliied loads, creep,
and seconndary effectss are also iddentified in A
ACI 352-R0
02. In the document,
d
foorces are
shown onn two separrate free boody diagram
ms for grav
vity (Type 1 connectioons) and
lateral (Tyype 2 connecctions) loadding, which is illustrateed on Figurre 2.3.

Figu
ure 2.3: Forrces Actingg on Connecction Regioons
where, T = tension foorce,
C = compression force,
V = shear forcce,
b = subscript for
f beam,
c = subscript ffor column
100

s = subscript for slab.
As mentioned priory, the nominal shear strength of the joint (Vn) is specified as a
limiting value defining the capacity of the beam-to-column connection and
determined in a similar manner with ACI 318R-08 provisions, excluding the
different descriptions for effective joint area and confinement factors. Effective joint
width in ACI352R-02 is defined basically according to beam and column dimensions
in addition to a coefficient symbolized with ‘m’ which represents the strength
reduction effect of eccentric connections as given below:
h
 b +b

Effective joint width, b j,352 = min  b c , b b + m c , h c 
2
2



(2.3)

where, bb = width of the beam in the loading direction,
bc = width of the column,

hc = height of the column,
m = 0.3 for connections with loading beam eccentricity exceeding bc/8, 0.5
for all other cases.
Effective joint area (Aj) is specified as bj hc and nominal shear strength of the joint is
determined as,
Vn = γ f 'c A j

(psi)

(2.4a)

Vn = 0.083 γ f 'c A j

(MPa)

(2.4b)

 is the joint shear strength factor and specified separately for Type 1 and Type 2
connections as illustrated in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1:
2 Joint Shear
S
Stren
ngth Factorrs (ACI352R
R-02)

n
joinnt shear sttrength (Vn) stands for
f the max
ximum joinnt shear
As the nominal
allowable for the connnection, annother param
meter, the ‘horizontal joint
j
shearr’ (Vu) is
n ACI 352R-02 differennt from ACII 318R-08. Vu is the ‘design
‘
sheaar force’
defined in
and determ
mined on a horizontal plane
p
at the mid heightt of the joinnt. Calculation of Vu
is addresssed separateely for Typ
pe1 and Typpe 2 connecctions and summarizedd on the
sketches below
b
(Figu
ure 2.4).
In order too be evaluaated as propperly designned, horizon
ntal joint sheear (Vu) of a beamto-column
n connectionn should bee less than 85% of nom
minal joint shear (Vn) for both
Type 1 an
nd Type 2 coonnections.
(2.5)

0.85 Vn ≥ Vu
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hear Force Computation for Typ
pe 1 and Tyype 2 Conn
nections
Figure 2..4: Joint Sh
where,
Asii

= area of beam lonngitudinal reinforceme
r
ent layer i,

Assi

= area of slab longgitudinal reeinforcemennt layer i,

Tbii

= beam
m tension foorce createdd by Asi,

Cbi

= beam
m compression force i,
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= 1.25, the stress multiplier to account for the deviation of actual yield
strength value from the nominal one and the strain hardening of
reinforcement.

Vcol1

= top column shear force,

Vcol2

= bottom column shear force,

be

= effective slab width,

2.2.3 Eurocode 8
The Eurocode 8 [4], ‘Design of Structures for Earthquake Resistance, Part 1:
General rules, seismic actions and rules for buildings’ specifications are discussed in
this section. The mentioned document is a member of set of building codes
composed of 10 main documents involving 57 parts, each on specific subjects,
prepared by European Committee for Standardization (CEN). The composition of the
document involves a very large variety of design specifications applicable to
reinforced concrete, steel, timber and masonry buildings along with comprehensive
descriptions of performance requirements, ground conditions and seismic actions.
Design provisions for reinforced concrete structures under seismic action are
classified in two classes according to the expected hysteretic energy dissipation
capacities as DCM for medium ductility and DCH for high ductility demands. The
structures designed following the code are aimed to develop stable mechanisms
associated with large dissipation of hysteretic energy under repeated reversed
loading, without suffering brittle failures.
Design of beam-to-column connections for DCM
For buildings designed according to achieve medium ductility, only simple
provisions are stated in Eurocode 8, regarding transverse shear reinforcement in the
connection region which will be stated in the transverse reinforcement section of this
report. There are no provisions addressed for shear strength capacity of beam-tocolumn connections of buildings designed for DCM.
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Design of beam-to-column connections for DCH
For structures expected to behave in a highly ductile manner under seismic loading, a
more detailed approach is implemented in Eurocode 8.
Horizontal shear force acting on the beam-to-column connection core is defined
similar to ACI 352R-02 recommendations and formulized as below, separately
defined for interior and exterior beam-to-column connections.
For interior joints,

Vjhd = γ Rd (A s1 +A s2 )f yd -Vc

(2.6a)

For interior joints,

Vjhd = γ Rd A s1f yd -Vc

(2.6b)

where, As1

= the area of the beam top reinforcement,

As2

= the area of the beam bottom reinforcement,

Vc

= the column shear force, from the analysis in the seismic design,

γRd

= overstrength factor due to strain-hardening of reinforcement and the

difference in the actual yield strength and the nominal value, which is
specified to be a minimum of 1.2.
As it can be observed from the formulae, the design shear force on the joint is
depends on the concrete compressive strength, axial force on the joint and effective
shear area of the joint.
For interior beam-to-column connections, shear force is limited using the following
equation, whereas for exterior joints, 80 % of the same expression is specified to be
taken as maximum.
Vjhd  ηf cd

where, η

1-ν d
(b jh c )
η

= 0.6 × (1-fck/250),
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(2.7)

υd

= axial force on the column above the joint, normalized by
column cross sectional area.

Effective joint width definition of connections in Eurocode 8 is more simple when
compared to ACI 318R-08 and ACI 352R-02 definitions. Joint width effective for
shear response is defined separately for wide beam-to-column connections and
conventional beam-to-column connections:
If bc > bw,

bj = min {bc; (bw + 0.5 hc)},

(2.8a)

If bc < bw,

bj = min {bw; (bc + 0.5 hc)}.

(2.8b)

2.2.4 TEC 2007
TEC 2007 [5], ‘Turkish Earthquake Code, Specifications for Structures to be Built in
Disaster Areas’ is a document published by the Ministry of Public Works and
Settlement, in Turkey, addressing the general procedures and specifications to be
considered for the design of structures built in areas under seismic risk.
Beam-to-column connections are classified depending on the beams surrounding the
connection and proportion of the beam width covering the column face, similar to
ACI 318R-08 provisions and ACI 325R-02 recommendations. A connection is
accepted as ‘confined’ only when it is surrounded by beams on each face and none of
the beams has a width narrower than 3/4 of the column width. For all other cases, the
connection is defined as ‘unconfined’.
Also, horizontal joint shear (design joint shear, Ve) and joint shear strength (Vn) are
identified in a similar manner to ACI 352R-02. Joint shear strength is designated as a
limiting value for design joint shear Ve. A general summary of definitions related to
beam-to-column connections in TEC 2007 is given in Figure 2.5.
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Figurre 2.5: Defiinitions aboout Beam-tto-Column Connection
ns (TEC 20007)
Ve is calculated in a similar maanner to horrizontal join
nt shear deffined in AC
CI 352R02, consid
dering beam
m geometryy and longittudinal reinnforcement along withh column
shear force but without taking innto account slab reinforrcement.
Ve = 1.25 fyk (As1 + As2) - Vkol
where, fyk

(2.9)

= Charracteristic yield
y
strengtth of beam reinforcem
ment,

Asii

= Areaa of beam loongitudinal reinforcement layer i,

Vkol
k

= Governing colu
umn shear foorce,

Va

= Low
wer column shear
s
force,,

Vü

= Upper column shear
s
force.

Design joint shear foorce (Ve) is limited forr confined and
a unconfiined joints as given
below:
For confinned joints:

Ve ≤ 0.60 bj h fcd
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(2.10a)

For unconfined joints:

Ve ≤ 0.45 bj h fcd

(2.10b)

Definition of the effective joint shear area is based on determination of the effective
joint width (bj) since the height of joint shear area is assumed to be the column
height. For wide beam-to-column connections, bj is specified as column width
whereas for other cases, following conditions are to be considered,

Effective joint width, b j,TEC = min 2 min(b1,b2 ), bw1 +h

(2.11)

where, b1,2 = distances between beam axis and column edges,
bw1 = width of the beam in the direction of loading.
2.2.5 AIJ Guideline (1999)
AIJ (Architecture Institute of Japan) Guideline [6] defines the shear strength of a
beam-to-column connection (Vj) based on effective joint area (Aj), concrete
compressive strength f’c and shape factors, as stated in Equation 2.12.
Vj = k Ф 0.8 f 'c0.7 Aj (in MPa)
where, k =

(2.12)

1.00 for interior connections,
0.70 for exterior connections,
0.45 for knee connections,

Ф=

1.00 for connections with two transverse beams,
0.85 for all other cases.

Effective joint area definition of AIJ guideline differs from priory mentioned
provisions, because it includes both an effective depth definition in addition to the
effective joint width.
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j
width of a connecction is com
mputed as foollows,
Effective joint

b j,AIJ =bb +b
+ a1 +ba2

(2.13a)

x h 
b ai =min  i , c 
2 4

(2.13b)

where, x is defined ass the distancce of beam edge to the column facce for each side.
s
j
depthss of connecttions are deetermined baased on the length at which
w
the
Effective joint
longitudinnal beam baars are effeective in traansferring shear force. For interioor joints,
effective joint
j
depth is the entiire depth off the colum
mn whereas for exterioor joints,
joint depthh ends at thee point wheere the beam
m bars are hooked.
Effective width
w
and depth
d
definitions of AIJJ guideline are given inn Figure 2.66.

Figurre 2.6: Effeective Joint Width and
d Depth Deefinitions (A
AIJ Guideline)
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2.3

PARAMETERS AFFECTING BEAM-TO-COLUMN CONNECTIONS

Performance of beam-to-column connections under cyclic loading depends on
several parameters. As mentioned priory, geometric and material properties of the
connections as well as loading conditions influence the response of beam-to-column
connections considerably. In the following paragraphs of the report, effect of
important parameters is explained by means of prior experimental and analytical
investigations. Structural code provisions on the parameter discussed are also
mentioned.
2.3.1 Joint Transverse Reinforcement
Transverse shear reinforcement in the connection region is proven to be effective in
the earthquake response of reinforced concrete structures form several aspects.
Confinement of the joint core by transverse reinforcement helps the joint to transfer
both axial and shear forces between beams and columns.
In a parametric research carried out by Bonacci and Pantazoupoulou [7] for the
investigation of the effect of several design parameters on the behavior of beam-tocolumn connections, horizontal reinforcement in the joint region is determined to be
effective in confining the concrete, increasing the compressive resistance and thereby
preserving the integrity of the connection. It is also concluded that participation of
joint hoops in the shear resisting mechanism of the joint is significant, particularly in
the case where low amounts of confinement have been provided.
Alameddine and Ehsani [8] indicates the influence of transverse reinforcement on
resisting the excess shear force in a joint after the concrete cracks, minimization of
crack width prior to the yielding of transverse reinforcement and delaying joint
deterioration by providing confinement of the concrete. In an experimental research
conducted on 12 specimens with joint shear reinforcement ratios varying between
1.14% and 1.87%, it was concluded that transverse reinforcement leads to an
increase in the energy dissipation capacity and delays the pullout of main beam bars
and slippage of longitudinal column bars in the joint.
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Ehsani & Wight [9] underlines the efficiency of joint transverse reinforcement in
enhancing the overall behavior of specimens without transverse beams and slabs. It is
noted that slippage of beam bars in the joint region is delayed, as well.
Confinement provided by transverse shear reinforcement in the beam-to-column
connections is regarded as one of the most important subjects in contemporary
structural codes. In the following paragraphs, provisions offered by ACI 352R-02,
ACI 318R-08 and Eurocode 8 are discussed briefly.
ACI 352R-02 emphasizes the importance of lateral confinement of concrete in
transmission of column axial load and shear forces from beams and columns to joint.
Minimum transverse reinforcement ratio is defined separately for Type 1 and Type 2
connections and indicated as below.
If spiral reinforcement is used,
A

for Type 1 connections,

f'
g
ρ =(0.45
-1) c
s
A
f
c
yh

for Type 2 connections,


A
f'
f ' 
g

ρ =min (0.45
-1) c ;0.12 c 
s
A
f
f 
c
yh
yh 


(2.14)

(2.15a)

If rectangular hoop and crossties are used,

A


s b ''f ' A g
s b ''f ' 

=min (0.3 h c c (
-1)) ; 0.09 h c c 
sh
f
A
f

yh
c
yh 

(2.15b)

In Eurocode 8, provisions regarding transverse shear reinforcement differ for DCM
(ductility class medium) and DCH (ductility class high) structures.
For structures with DCM, transverse shear reinforcement applied in the critical
regions of columns is obligated to continue also in the connection region, with the
exception of beam-to-column connections surrounded by beams on all 4 sides. For
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fully surrounded connections, spacing of the transverse shear reinforcement can be
double of applied in the critical column region, without exceeding 150 mm.
For highly ductile structures, Eurocode 8 requires the use of horizontal hoops of 6
mm diameter bars in minimum, in order to provide adequate confinement in the joint
region. The total area of the horizontal hoops should satisfy the condition specified
below.

A sh . f ywd
b j h jw

(


ν jhd
b j h jc

)2

f ctd + vd f cd

-f ctd

(2.16)

where, Ash is the total area of the horizontal hoops,
hjw is distance between the outermost compression fiber of the beam and the
reinforcement at the tension zone,
hjc is the distance between extreme layers of column reinforcement,
fywd is the yield strength of transverse reinforcement,
υd is the normalized design axial force of the top column, N/ (Acfcd).
An additional condition on horizontal joint hoop reinforcement is specified in
Eurocode 8 in order to ensure integrity of joint after cracking. The condition is stated
separately for interior and exterior connections and can be seen below.
For interior joints,

Ashfywd ≥ γRd(As1+As2) fyd(1-0.8υd)

For exterior joints,

Ashfywd ≥ γRdAs2fyd(1-0.8υd)

(2.17)

The horizontal reinforcement provided in the joint region is required to be evenly
spaced and placed between the top and bottom beam bars. It is also underlined that
the longitudinal beam bars should be bent towards the joint in exterior beam-tocolumn connections in Eurocode 8.
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2.3.2 Slab Participation
Experimental studies of beam-to-column connections including slabs reveal that,
when properly designed, presence of slab increases the shear capacity of a
connection. However, especially when the flexural strength ratio of a connection is
considered, neglecting the effect of slabs may result in underestimation of flexural
strength of beams and consequently having stronger beams than columns, which may
lead to brittle failure of the structure. In that manner, determination of the slab effect
have crucial importance in order to create a more realistic understanding of the
connection and overall structure behavior when subjected to lateral loading.
Durrani and Zerbe [10] point out the effect of slab on the strength, stiffness and
shear capacity of connections. It is noted that the lateral load resistance of a
connection is increased by as much as 40% by the influence of slab participation.
After underlining the likelihood of underestimation of lateral load resistance of
connections ignoring slab contribution to the stiffness and strength of the beams,
French and Boroojerdi [11] also state that all the experimentally tested models
exhibited a ductile behavior with interstory drifts exceeding 8%. An increase
between 22% and 49% has been observed on the flexural strengths of the models at
2% story drifts. Additionally, Cheung, Paulay and Park [12] also observed an
increase in the negative moment flexural capacity and lateral loading capacity of the
beam-column-slab systems tested.
In an experimental research on 4 exterior wide beam-to-column connections, LaFave
and Wight [13] observed an increase in the connection shear strength resulting from
the presence of slab. It was concluded that since the floor slab enhances the torsional
capacity of the beams, the shear strength of the joint increased.
Burak and Wight [14] underlined the confinement effect provided by the slab in their
experimental study on 3 eccentric beam-to-column connections. It was determined
that the effect of eccentricity is minimized and the deterioration of shear strength and
stiffness is delayed by including floor slabs and spandrel beams to the test setup. As
a result, the specimens also preserved their energy dissipation capacities and the
damage is significantly reduced.
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Contribution of slab on the performance of a beam-to-column connection is directly
related to the slab width effective under the loading as a part of the beam. It is hard to
determine the effective slab width to be considered influential for different types of
connections and loadings. Different regulations offered by ACI 318R-08 and
Eurocode 8 are explained next.
Participation of slab is mentioned in Section 8.10, ‘T-beam construction’ in ACI
318R-08. Maximum effective slab width is defined separately for beams having slab
on both sides and on one side only, as defined below:
For beams having slab on both sides the equation that gives the minimum value of
‘b’ governs,
b

span
4

b - bw
 8t f
2

(2.18)

b - bw 1
 * (clear distance between beams)
2
2

Similarly, for beams having slab on one side only (edge beams), effective slab width
is the minimum value of ‘b’ calculated from the equations below.
(b - b w ) 

span
12

(b - b w )  6 t f
(b - b w ) 

(2.19)

1
* (clear distance between beams)
2

In Eurocode 8, effective flange widths of beams are considered to be effective in
bending and shear resistance. Top reinforcement of the beam is required to be placed
mainly in the web width and only a small portion of the top beam reinforcement is
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t be placeed in the slab
s
width.. However,, any ratio considerinng beam
allowed to
reinforcem
ment to be placed
p
in or outside the web width is not speciified.
Effective flange
f
widths for beam
ms under seiismic actionns are speciffied as:
For exterioor joints,
bw

for connnections without
w
transsverse beam
ms,

e
side)
bw + 2hf (on each

for connnections with
w transverrse beams.
(2.20)

For interio
or joints,
bw + 2hf (on each
e
side)

connecctions withoout transversse beams,

e
side)
bw + 4hf (on each

connecctions with transverse
t
b
beams.
(2.21)

The effecttive slab width definitioon of Euroccode 8 is illu
ustrated in Figure
F
2.222.

Figu
ure 2.7: Effe
fective Flan
nge Widths (Eurocodee 8)
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Turkish Standards [15] also defines a detailed specification for the flange width
determination of beams.
For beams with flanges on both sides (T beams) effective flange width (b) is the
smallest of:
bw + 0.2 lp,

(2.22)

6tf,

1
* (clear distance between beams) .
2
For beams with unsymmetrical sections,
b1 + 0.2 lp,

(2.23)

6tf,

1
* (clear distance between beams) .
2
lp is defined as the distance between the two zero moment points of the beam. If
detailed calculations are not carried out, for different loading conditions lp can be
taken as,
lp

= 1.0 × l (single span, simply supported beam)
= 0.8 × l (end span of continuous beam)
= 0.6 × l (internal span of continuous beam)

(2.24)

= 1.5 × l (cantilever beam)
where, l is the span length of the beam.
The above mentioned definitions are illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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Fiigure 2.8: Effective
E
Flaange Width
hs (TS-500)
2.3
3.3 Bond
Another im
mportant prroperty defiining the beeam-to-coluumn connection perform
mance is
the bond between concrete
c
and
d longitudiinal reinforrcement of framing members.
m
Especially
y for structuures in seism
mic regions,, preservatio
on of the boond resistance under
high shearr forces playys an imporrtant role in satisfactoryy lateral loaad response..
In additioon to high shear forces introducced into the connectioon by earthhquakes,
continuou
us

load

r
reversals

f
form

hairlline

crackks

around

the

longgitudinal

reinforcem
ments, deterriorating thee bond streength. If thee imposed shear
s
force exceeds
the streng
gth of the bond, bar slippage occur in thee connectio
on, resultingg in the
reduction of connectiion stiffnesss and increaased deform
mations in thhe structure.
d Wight [114] underliine the loss of energ
gy dissipatioon capacityy of the
Burak and
structure in case of bar slippagge and stress the reduuction of beeam end fixxity and
me as the expected reesults of decreased
increased deflectionss of the strructural fram
bond streength. Maiin parametters affectting bond resistance are speciified as
reinforcem
ment anchorrage lengthh, level of shear
s
stresss and confinnement of tthe joint
core. Espeecially for exterior
e
connnections where
w
adequuate anchoraage length for
f beam
longitudinnal reinforceement canno
ot be providded, the posssibility of anchorage
a
f
failure
is
highlighteed. Basic prrecautions to
t prevent this situatioon are listed as increaasing the
column deepth, reduccing the beaam bar diam
meter in orrder to reacch a higherr column
depth to beam bar diaameter ratioo (hc/db).
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P
and Park
P
[12] teested 3 beam
m-column-sslab connecctions with ddifferent
Cheung, Paulay
column depth
d
to beeam bar diiameter rattios, varyin
ng between
n 21 and 25.
2 It is
concludedd that the observed sattisfactory performance
p
e of connecctions resultted from
high jointt shear reinnforcement ratios and use of smaall diameterr longitudinnal beam
bars to avooid slippagee.
Also, in a research carried
c
on innterior widee beam-to-ccolumn connnections, QuinteroQ
Febres an
nd Wight [116] observeed that usinng larger co
olumn sections to incrrease the
minimum value for column
c
depth to beam bar diametter ratio impproves the behavior
b
mprovementt is valid
of wide beeam-to-coluumn connecctions. It is also noted that, this im
for both wide
w and connventional beam-to-col
b
lumn conneections.
Leon [17]] examined the designn provisionss in the lighht of test data
d
on bar slip and
suggested 24 insteaad of 20 that
t
is givven in AC
CI 352R-02
2 recommendations
(Equation
n 2.25) in order to imprrove joint performance
p
e especially for high joint shear
stress leveels.
In the foollowing paragraphs, provisions on bond resistance by contemporary
structural codes are discussed.
d
ACI 352R
R-02 does not includ
de any reccommendatiions for Tyype 1 connnections
however, for Type 2 connectioons, recomm
mendations are classifi
fied consideering the
w
with reespect to thee beam widtth. ACI deffinition of id
dealized bonnd stress
column width
on a straig
ght bar passing throughh the joint caan be seen in
i Figure 2.9.

ure 2.9: Ideealized Bon
nd Stress (A
ACI 352R-002)
Figu
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In order to prevent bond related problems and provide smooth transfer of loads
between concrete and longitudinal bars of beams and columns, provisions regarding
bar diameters and beam and column dimensions are specified by ACI 352R-02
recommendations, which are listed below:
For connections where column width is larger than beam width,
h

(column)

d b (beam bars)
h

(column)

d b (beam bars)

 20

 20

fy
60000
fy
420

 20 (psi)

 20 (MPa)

(2.25)

and
h

(beam)

d b (column bars)
h

(beam)

d b (column bars)

 20

 20

fy
60000
fy
420

 20 (psi)

 20 (MPa)

(2.26)

For wide beam-to-column connections, in order to consider the absence of
confinement effect provided by column axial load, limiting value for bars passing
outside the column core is altered as:
h (column)
d b(beam bars)
h

(column)

d b (beam bars)

 24

 24

fy
60000
fy
420

 24 (psi)

 24 (MPa)

(2.27)

In Eurocode 8, bond resistance depends on several parameters such as longitudinal
beam bar diameter, tensile strength of concrete and yield strength of beam bars.
Limiting value for the beam bar diameter is given below for exterior and interior
connections, respectively:
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For interior joints,

d bl 7.5 f ctm
1+0.8ν d

.
h c γ Rd f yd 1+0.75 k D . (ρ'-ρ max )

(2.28)

For exterior joints,

d bl 7.5 f ctm

. (1+0.8ν d )
h c γ Rd f yd

(2.29)

where ,
νd =

normalized design axial force in the column for seismic design (νd =
N/fcd·Ac),

kD = factor reflecting the ductility class equal to 1 for DCH (high ductility)
and 2/3 for DCM (medium ductility),
ρ' =

compression reinforcement ratio of the beam bars passing through the
joint,

ρmax = maximum allowed tension reinforcement ratio,
γRd = the model uncertainty factor on the design value of resistances, taken
as 1,2 or 1,0 respectively for DCH or DCM (due to overstrength
owing to strain-hardening of the longitudinal steel in the beam).
If these requirements cannot be satisfied in exterior joints, the beam or slab is
allowed to be extended as exterior stubs. Headed bars or anchorage plates are also
permitted for better anchorage, in Eurocode 8.

2.3.4 Moment Strength Ratio
Moment strength ratio is defined as the ratio of sum of the nominal flexural strengths
of columns to the sum of the nominal flexural strengths of beams framing into the
joint, on a planar basis. It can be symbolized as:

Mr =

M
M

n (columns)

(2.30)

n (beams)
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In order to ensure beam hinging to occur before column hinging, moment strength
ratio has to be higher than 1.0, in other words, total capacity of columns to bear
flexural loads should be higher than total capacity of the beams. This approach is
called the ‘strong column weak beam philosophy’.
Although any value higher than 1.0 is adequate to ensure strong column-weak beam
behavior, several values has been proposed by different researchers and code
provisions. ACI 352R-02 recommends a value higher than 1.2 for type 2 connections
with the condition of considering the slab participation while calculating beam
flexural ratios. TEC 2007 also requires Mr to be a minimum of 1.2.
Eurocode 8 also accentuates the importance of moment strength ratio in preventing
soft story plastic mechanism. The moment strength ratio is required to be a minimum
of 1.3.
Durrani and Wight [18] after evaluating 6 specimens (3 with and 3 without slab),
suggested a minimum value of 1.5 for moment strength ratio. Also, in an
experimental research carried out by Ehsani and Wight, 6 specimens with slabs
(design Mr values varying from 1.1 to 2.0) are investigated and a minimum Mr value
of 1.4 is recommended.
In his evaluation of ACI 318-83, Paulay [19] specifies the reasons for the possible
deviation of Mr from the calculated values as follows:
-

Additional strength enhancement occurs due to strain hardening of
longitudinal beam bars.

-

Slab bars are not considered when calculating the beam flexural ratio.

-

Earthquake induced axial forces may decrease the flexural capacity of
column, which is not considered in calculation.

-

Bending-moment patterns along columns of multistory frames during instants
of seismic excitation differ markedly from those derived by analyses of the
elastic frames subjected to lateral static load.
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-

For earthquakes that hit the column in both principal directions, flexural
capacity of column will be inadequate to stay in the elastic range before the
beams bars yield.

Although current provisions restrict the calculation of beam flexural capacities
neglecting slabs, other 4 reasons still exist. After representing the above mentioned
reasons, Paulay suggests a minimum Mr value in the range of 2 and 2.5.

2.3.5 Presence of Transverse Beams
Effect of transverse beams on beam-to-column connection performance is evaluated
on two bases, resisting joint shear and providing confinement for the joint core.
Durrani and Wight [18] require a well confined joint core with transverse joint
reinforcement for effective participation of transverse beams in resisting joint shear.
Ehsani and Wight [9] underline the improvement of joint confinement and
elimination of the beam bar pull out by the presence of transverse beams. Also
Durrani and Zerbe [10] evaluated 6 specimens and found out that transverse beams
are both effective in providing additional area for shear resistance and confining the
joint core.
Another important aspect of the confinement provided by the transverse beams was
observed in the experimental study carried out by Burak and Wight [9]. During the
testing of the third specimen in the spandrel direction, a faster deterioration of
strength and stiffness is experienced arising from the wide and shallow normal beam
in the transverse direction. Since the total depth of the transverse beam was lower
than 3/4 of the total depth of the spandrel beam, sufficient confinement was not
provided, leading to increased damage of the beam-to-column connection.
Similarly, Bonacci and Pantazopoulou [7] in their parametric investigation of joint
mechanics conclude that transverse beams confine the joint significantly in addition
to increasing the volume of concrete to resist joint shear forces.
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On the contrary, Cheung, Paulay and Park [12] concluded that confinement provided
by the transverse beam did not affect beam-to-column connection behavior
significantly.

2.3.6 Column Axial Load
Effect of column axial load on the behavior and strength of beam-to-column joints is
one of the most debatable issues for researchers. Even if it has been investigated both
experimentally and analytically; a consensus could not be reached.
Kaku and Asakusa [20] claim that axial loading on columns helps the joint to have
less pinching, increasd stiffness and anchorage of both hooked and straight beam
bars passing through the joint. Bonacci and Pantazopoulou [7] indicated that the
presence of column axial load influences the deformability of the members rather
than the strength. Meinheit and Jirsa [21] also stated that ultimate shear capacity of
the joint is not affected by axial loading on column but the shear at first cracking is
highly increased. On the other hand, Fujii and Morita [22] report that an increase
from f’c/12 to f’c/4 influences the shear strength of exterior joints by 11 %.
Also, Li and Kulkarni [23] obtained a shear strength increase around 6 to 8 % with
an axial load level of 0.25f’cAg for the wide beam specimens tested.

2.4

ECCENTRIC BEAM-TO-COLUMN CONNECTIONS

Eccentric connections can be defined as the connections in which the column
centroidal axis does not coincide with the beam centroidal axis (Figure 2.10). Due to
architectural and aesthetical reasons, especially the centroidal axes of edge beams in
the buildings do not coincide with the column centroidal axes in order not to produce
an extension at the facade of the building.
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Figure 2.10: Eccentrric Beam too Column C
Connection
n (Raffaellee and Wigh
ht, 1992)
ns are com
mmonly useed in builddings, they impose
Although eccentric connection
additionall forces on the joints and considdered unfavvorable forr the mechhanics of
beam-to-ccolumn connnections. Lateral loadiing in the direction
d
of spandrel beeam axis
creates torrsion in thee connectionn and conseequently, ad
dditional shhear stressess created
which maay affect thhe shear caapacity and performan
nce of the joint
j
negatiively. A
schematicc representaation of the additional torsion creeated in thee connectionn can be
observed in
i Figure 2.11.

Figuree 2.11: Forcces on Ecceentric Conn
nections (R
Raffaelle an
nd Wight, 1992)
1
ACI 352R
R-02 definess the connecctions for which
w
the disstance betw
ween the coluumn and
beam centtroidal axess is higher than
t
bc/8 ass eccentric joints.
j
Effective joint width
w
of
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eccentric joints is calculated as the same way with concentric joints except using m
variable as 0.3 instead of 0.5, as mentioned in Section 2.1, ACI 352R-02 joint
definition.
In 1992, Raffaelle and Wight [24] carried out an experimental research on the
performance of eccentric beam-to-column connections subjected to earthquake
loading. Tested specimens had eccentricities varying form 0.14 bc to 0.25 bc and the
specimens had neither transverse beams nor slabs. First observation was the
excessive pinching of the lateral load – displacement hysteresis loops to reveal the
reduced performance of the eccentric connections. It is also noted that cracking was
concentrated on the flush side of the joint, the portion of the joint common to the
column and the beam. In addition, an effective joint width for eccentric beam
connections is proposed, as a consequence of observed reduction in lateral load
capacities of the eccentric joints, as presented below:
b j ,eccentric =

bc
(Rafaelle and Wight, 1995)
3e
1+
xc

(2.31)

where e is eccentricity and xc is the smaller of bc and hc.
Kusuhara et al. [25] tested 3 beam-to-column connections, 2 of which have 55 mm.
(0.17 bc) of eccentricity, all specimens without a floor system. It is observed that the
shear capacity of the eccentric joint was 94% of the one without eccentricity.
Additionally, concrete damage on the joint flush side was more severe.
In a similar experimental investigation, Goto and Joh [26] tested 3 connections with
varying eccentricities, 0, 0.25 bc and 0.5 bc. Comparison of the resultant shear
strength of the connections revealed that, joint shear strength decreases with
increasing eccentricity.
The experimental investigation carried out by Burak and Wight [14] was a more
realistic research due to the inclusion of transverse beam and slab in the experimental
setup. 3 specimens were tested under lateral loading in two principal directions. All 3
specimens were eccentric with eccentricities of 0.21 bc, 0.26 bc and 0.26 bc. The
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results of the experimental research revealed that the existence of slab and transverse
beam added considerable torsional stiffness and consequently, specimens had high
energy dissipation capacities. In other words, adverse effects of eccentricity on
connections are reduced by transverse beam and slab. It is also stated that shear
cracks formed at the core region of highly eccentric specimens and hence, column
core dimensions should be taken as development length for spandrel beam bars,
instead of full length. Similarly, Shin and LaFave [27] underlined the contribution of
slab and transverse beam in the joint shear capacity of eccentric connections, as a
conclusion of experimental research on 4 beam-column slab connections, 2 of which
were eccentric.

2.5

WIDE BEAM-TO-COLUMN CONNECTIONS

‘Wide beam-to-column connections’, as the name implies, are connections where the
beams framing into the joint is wider than the column. A wide beam structure is a
category of structure that falls between the reinforced concrete frame and the flat
plate and column system (Burak and Wight [14]). Use of wide beams in construction
of structures is proven to be beneficial form several aspects such as economy,
practicability and faster construction. Moreover, since the height of a wide beam is
low, using wide beams is very effective in limiting the total height of a structure.
Wide beam-to-column connections are commonly used in construction of buildings
in non-seismic areas, whereas its use in regions of high seismicity is very limited due
to lack of experimental data regarding the performance of wide beam-to-column
connections subjected to earthquake loading. Especially, the ability of a wide beam
to form a plastic hinge, i.e. total yielding of longitudinal bars of the beam is
questioned. This mainly stems from uncertainty in the response of beam bars passing
outside the column core.
Another questionable property of a wide beam is its smaller moment of inertia when
compared to a conventional beam with the same flexural capacity. Since the depth to
width ratio of a wide beam is small, it has smaller lateral stiffness and this may cause
excessive lateral drifts when subjected to strong earthquake loads.
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ACI 352R-02 demands for type 2 connections, at least 1/3 of the wide-beam top
longitudinal and slab reinforcement that is tributary to the effective width should
pass through the confined column core. Additionally, effective joint width of a wide
beam-to-column connection is limited to width of column.
Burak and Wight (2005), in their experimental study on beam-to-column connections
considered the effective joint width definition of ACI 325R-02 to be highly
conservative and recommended a larger effective joint width for wide beams:
b j,wide = b c 

1
(b b - b c )
4

(2.32)

Quintero-Febres and Wight [16] tested 3 interior wide beam-to-column connections
with slab and transverse beams in an experimental research carried out at the
University of Michigan. The specimens had varying widths between 660.4 mm to
889.0 mm (26 to 35 inches). It is concluded that, when properly designed, despite of
the significant pinching of lateral load – deformation curves, the specimens
possessed adequate strength and deformation capacities to withstand a severe
deformation history. In addition, the use of larger column sections is encouraged to
increase anchorage of beam longitudinal bars. Moreover, importance of confinement
of the wide beam regions outside the column core is highlighted in order to develop a
full width plastic hinge.
Experimental research on exterior wide beam-to-column connections revealed
similar results. Gentry and Wight [28] analyzed 4 exterior wide beam-to-column
connections and observed that satisfactory performance of wide beam-to-column
connections can be ensured by limiting the amount of wide beam longitudinal
reinforcement anchored in the transverse beam and beam width to column width
ratio. Under these conditions, it is stated that wide beam-to-column connections
could become preferable in seismic zones because of the reduced reinforcement
congestion in the column core.
In the research program by LaFave and Wight [13] more encouraging results are
obtained. From 3 exterior wide beam and 1 conventional beam-to-column
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connections with slabs, it was observed that even with a beam width to column width
ratio more than 3 and more than 2/3 of longitudinal reinforcement of beam anchored
outside the column core, connections still performed satisfactorily.

2.6

ANALYTICAL MODELING OF CONNECTIONS

Performance of a connection is related to the combination of several inelastic
response mechanisms. Lack of knowledge on some of the parameters possibly
effective in the behavior of connections and insufficiency of experimental data
regarding the effect of each and every parameter by itself makes it difficult to
constitute an inclusive model on beam-to-column joints. Even today, despite of
increasing number of experimental and analytical investigations, beam-to-column
connections are generally assumed as rigid or elastic for modeling purposes, leading
to invalid estimation of the response of the whole structure such as underestimation
of story drifts and increased stiffness. Research on analytical modeling of beam-tocolumn connections aims to idealize the multivariate connection behavior in an
accurate, simple and comprehensive model that is practically applicable.
Basic elements used to represent connection behavior in structural modeling can be
named as plastic hinges, rotational springs and super models. Each element has its
own advantage and disadvantage from the point of simplicity and accuracy. Also
rigid end zones are commonly used in order to account for finite size of the
connections. A number of beam-to-column connection models created up to date will
be discussed in the following paragraphs.
One of the primary research on analytical modeling of beam-to-column connections
is carried out by Anderson and Townsend [29] in 1977. From the two degrading
trilinear models suggested, the one considering the effect of degrading concrete and
connection stiffness is underlined to have a significant effect on the response of the
reinforced concrete structures.
In 1988, El Metwally and Chen [30] studied the ‘Moment-Rotation Modeling of

Reinforced Concrete Beam-Column Connections’. The proposed model is defined as
a concentrated rotational spring the stiffness of which is determined based on the
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nnection, ulttimate mom
ment capacitty of the connnection
linear elasstic stiffnesss of the con
and an internal variabble ‘a’, repreesenting thee dissipatedd energy for cyclic loadding.
Later moddels of beaam-to-colum
mn connectiions includ
ded combinaations of rootational
springs, pllastic hingees, rigid end
d zones and plane stresss elements. In addition,, parallel
to the incrrease in the number of experimenttal and analyytical researrch, a more detailed
understandding of thee beam-to-ccolumn connnection beehavior is achieved,
a
r
revealing
itself as thhe increase in
i the degreee of detailinng of the co
onnection models.
m
Model of Alath and Kunnath
K
[331], the ‘sciissors modeel’, includess a rotationaal spring
located between
b
beeam centerrline and column ceenterline. Finite
F
size of the
connectionn, i.e. the parts of th
he beams and
a
columnns includedd in the connnection
region, aree modeled as
a rigid zonnes located at the end regions
r
of beams
b
and columns.
c
The mom
ment rotation behaviorr of the coonnection iss representeed using hysteretic
h
material assigned
a
to the rotation
nal spring. A basic reppresentationn of scissorrs model
can be seeen in Figuree 2.12.

Fig
gure 2.12: Scissors
S
Mo
odel Propossed by Alatth and Kun
nnath (19955)
Elmorsi ett al. [32] deeveloped a complex
c
moodel compo
osed of planne stress elements: a
joint elem
ment with 122 nodes and 10 node traansition elem
ments. Also
o, concrete aand steel
reinforcem
ment modells are createed to repressent materiaal non lineaarity and coombined
with the kinematic
k
m
model
in orrder to com
mplete the analytical model
m
characcterizing
the shear deformation
d
ns in the joint panel as well as flex
xural and sh
hear deformations in
the plasticc hinge zonees. A simplee sketch of tthe model is shown in Figure 2.133.
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F
Figure
2.13: Model of Elmorsi ett al. (1998)
Another connection
c
m
model
that considers response
r
off concrete and
a steel annd bondslip perforrmance undder cyclic lo
oading is prooposed by Fleury
F
et al.. [33]. The model
m
is
a combinnation of two
t
elemeents describbing the core
c
behavvior, two elements
e
representin
ng the beam
m-to-columnn connectioon at the intterface, twoo node bar elements
e
for longituudinal bars of the coluumn and a series of elements
e
fo
or bond behhavior of
steel bars through the connectioon. A simplle representtation of mo
odel can bee seen in
Figure 2.114.

F
Figure
2.144: Model off Fleury et al. (2000)
The modeel proposed by Lowes and Altoonntash [34] represents
r
thhe beam-too-column
connectionn characterristics usingg a shear paanel and traansition eleements betw
ween the
connectionn region annd framing members. Transition
T
e
elements
arre composedd of two
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face zero leength shear spring, connnecting
zero lengtth bar-slip spring and one interfa
internal noodes to exteernal nodes at each facee of the con
nnection, sum
mming up a total of
12 springss surroundinng the shearr panel. Sheear panel is modeled too represent the
t shear
stress-straain behavioor of the connection
c
t deform by shiftingg angles
and free to
between adjacent
a
pannel sides wiithout any flexural
f
or axial
a
deform
mations. Thhe model
is implem
mented in Oppensees plaatform and graphical
g
reepresentatioon of the model can
be seen in
n Figure 2.115.

Figurre 2.15: Mo
odel of Low
wes and Alto
oontash (20
003)
The modeel is re-evaaluated and modified by
b Mitra annd Lowes in 2004 [35]. First
change waas the reduuction of disstance betw
ween bar sliip springs in
n order to calibrate
the forcess carried byy the springs as revealeed in the exxperimentall results. Moreover,
M
post peak response of
o bond slipp springs annd anchoragge length off beam andd column
t widen
longitudinnal reinforceements are calibrated. Calibrationn of the model aimed to
the range of model applicabilitty and provvide an imp
proved metthod for sim
mulating
anchoragee response of
o beam and
d column reiinforcement.
The joint model propposed by Shhin and LaF
Fave [36] iss composedd of seven rootational
springs annd a joint ellement. Join
nt element is made up of rigid linnks, the respponse of
which is restricted
r
by three rotaational sprinngs locatedd at the corrner of the element.
Beams annd columns are modeled as elasto--plastic elem
ments and are
a connecteed to the
joint regiion by twoo springs representinng the bon
nd slip and
d moment rotation
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n
characteristics of the framing meembers. Thee joint is moodeled in Drain-2DX nonlinear
structural analysis proogram. The connectionn model cann be seen in Figure 2.166.

Figgure 2.16: Model
M
of Sh
hin and La
aFave (20044)
Burak andd Wight [144] investigatted modelinng of both ecccentric andd concentricc beam –
column – slab connections. Connsidering thee contributiion of joint deformatioon on the
total storyy drift, a moodel takingg into accouunt the jointt shear disttortion is deeveloped
and verifieed using exxperimental data. The beam
b
and co
olumn elements are moodeled as
elastic eleements with rigid end zones
z
conneected to coluumns with zero
z
length moment
hinges. Connection
C
element is defined coonsidering the effectivve joint wiidth, the
connectionn moment capacity, initial andd strain haardening sttiffness, annd shear
deformatioons at criticcal points. The
T joint model
m
is appplied to a 5 story, 5 baay frame
structure in order too evaluate the
t perform
mance of th
he model unnder dynam
mic time
history annalyses. Thee results of the comparrisons betweeen the casees with andd without
the joint model
m
evideently showed that joint shear distortions contrributed signnificantly
to roof an
nd interstoryy drifts. Including jointt model in the
t analysiss increased the roof
drift from
m 1.6% to 22.1% and story drift beetween 3rd and 4th flooors from 1.05%
1
to
1.63%.
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Kim et al. [37] conducted a statistical research on the influence of several parameters
on the shear strength of beam-to-column connections in 2007. Whereas the basic
parametric model contains eight variables; less significant ones are omitted in the
later steps. The proposed basic joint shear strength prediction model can be seen
below.
v j =1.04(

s pro
s req

) -0.00513 (

b b 0.0151 A sh,pro 0.0241 h b -0.301
)
(
)
( )
x (JI) 0.0886 (BI) 0.236 (JP)1.28 (f 'c ) 0.765
bc
A sh,req
hc

(2.33)
where, vj
JP

= joint shear strength in MPa.
= 1.0 for interior connections, 0.75 for exterior connections, 0.50 for
knee connections,

JI

= joint transverse reinforcement index [(ρ.fy)jointreinf/f’c],

BI

= beam reinforcement index [(ρ.fy)beamreinf/f’c],

Spro

= proposed spacing of joint transverse reinforcement,

Sreq

= recommended spacing of joint transverse reinforcement.

The basic model was evaluated later and after a step wise observation of less
significant parameters of the model, the prediction equation was simplified as below,
to make it more practical.

v j (MPa)= αγ (JI)0.07 (BI)0.25 (f 'c )0.75
where, JP =

(2.34)

1.0 for interior connections,
0.7 for exterior connections,
0.4 for knee connections.

γ=

1.02.
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m
consiidering the inelastic
More receently, anothher beam too column coonnection model
response mechanisms
m
s of the mem
mbers formiing the asseembly is creeated by Burrak [38].
The beam
m and columnn members are modeleed as elastic segments with
w rigid ennd zones
intersectin
ng at the connection. The
T joint moodel is com
mposed of rigid links coonnected
with hingees at the corrners, one of
o which has a nonlineaar rotational spring. Beam and
column members
m
alsso have rotaational spriings on the column an
nd beam innterfaces,
respectiveely. Momennt rotation relation
r
of the beams, moment through
t
connnection
versus shear strain of
o the joint panel andd axial loaad-moment relationshipp of the
columns are
a represennted using Perform
P
3-D
D elementss. The graphhical repressentation
of the con
nnection model can be seen
s
in Figu
ure 2.17.

d by Burak
k (2008)
Figure 2..17: Conneection Modeel Proposed
a analyticall study to prredict the beehavior of beam-to-col
b
lumn conneections is
In 2010, an
carried ouut by Unal and
a Burak [3
39]. The ressearchers ex
xamined thee effect of a number
of parameeters such as concrete strength,
s
traansverse reiinforcementt, beam ecccentricity
and axial load on a sttatistical baasis, and com
me up with
h parametricc equations defining
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posed modeel is later
the shear strength vs.. strain relattionship of connectionns. The prop
verified byy PERFOR
RM 3-D [40]], using the panel zonee element giiven in the software
and beam and colum
mn elements with plastiic hinges att member ends. An illuustration
nel zone elem
ment can bee seen in Figgure 2.18.
of the pan

Figgure 2.18: Perform-3D
P
D Panel Zoone Elemen
nt
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CHAPTER 3
3

DATABASE CONSTRUCTION
DATABASE CONSTRUCTION

3.1

OVERVIEW

First step of the analytical study is the construction of a comprehensive and detailed
database. A wide range of analytical and experimental studies have been investigated
and a preliminary database composed of 160 beam-to-column connection
subassemblies obtained from 29 different research projects is created. After a reevaluation of adequacy of the data, the number of specimens included in the final
database is reduced to 114.
Since the data collection for the beam-to-column connection tests is relatively more
demanding than that of other structural members, extent and dependability of
experimental results is strongly related to the instrumentation utilized during testing.
Because of this reason, although the studies on connection subassemblies date back
to 1960s, availability of detailed information is very limited. Therefore, main
difficulty in constructing the database can be mentioned as the limited number of
research projects with sufficient and dependable data, especially when the stress vs.
strain relationships for the connection regions is considered.
A large variety of beam-to-column connection subassemblies having different
geometric, material and loading characteristics are presented in the database,
however, certain limitations are taken into consideration, especially for connections
that have uncommon geometric and material properties, in order not to lose the
accuracy and applicability of the analytical model to be created. A general summary
on the characteristics considered in the selection process of specimens composing the
database are presented below.
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3.1.1 Range of Specimen Properties
Geometry
Specimens having a wide range of geometric properties are investigated. In addition
to connection subassemblies with conventional beam and column members, wide
beam-to-column connections, eccentric connections, specimens that have varying
column aspect ratios, and subassemblies with floor systems including transverse
beams and/or slabs are incorporated to the database. The only exclusions are corner
connections where two perpendicular beams meet and roof connections where the
specimen has only a bottom column.
Concrete Compressive Strength (f 'c)
All specimens selected for the database have concrete compressive strengths varying
between 19.30 MPa and 94.60 MPa, considering actual concrete strengths. As ACI
352R-02 recommendations are followed as the main reference, specimens
constructed using concrete compressive strengths exceeding 100 MPa (15000 psi)
are excluded from the scope of this research.
Eccentricity
As being one of the main parameters investigated, 27 beam-to-column connections
with eccentricity between beam and column centroidal axes are included in the study.
Eccentricities vary from 0.125 bcolumn to 0.306 bcolumn for the selected specimens.
Beam Width to Column Width Ratio
The effect of the beam width to column width ratio on the behavior of connection
regions is evaluated in terms of confinement provided by the

beams. The beam

width to column width ratio ranges from 0.40 to 3.10.
Transverse Shear Reinforcement Ratio
Effect of confinement provided by the transverse reinforcement is investigated using
specimens with a wide range of shear reinforcement ratios. Some selected specimens
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have no shear reinforcement, whereas others have up to 2.40 % volumetric ratio per
one layer of transverse reinforcement, the definition of which is given in Section
4.2.2.4.
Moment Strength Ratio (Mr)
Flexural strength ratios of all the specimens are calculated considering the actual
material properties. For specimens with slabs, effective flange width is defined based
on ACI 318R-08 equations.
Although the Mr values of the vast majority of specimens (104) are more than 1.0,
which represents strong column weak beam behavior, few specimens (10) with
flexural ratios smaller than 1.0 are also included in the database in order to
investigate the effect of other parameters such as high yield strength of longitudinal
beam bars.
Axial Load on Column
Among the specimens considered, maximum axial load on the column framing into
the beam-to-column connection is 1243.24 kN (corresponding to 0.45 Ag×f'c),
whereas no axial load is applied to some of the subassemblies.

3.2

SELECTED SPECIMENS

In this part of the report, the experiments which take part in the database is
summarized. General properties of the specimens and the main parameters
investigated are listed.
Specimens of Durrani and Wight [18] are useful in monitoring the effect of presence
of transverse beams and slab on the beam-to-column connection performance. From
six interior specimens tested, three had transverse beams and slab, whereas other
three had neither slab nor transverse beams. Joint transverse reinforcement was also
one of the primary variables of the experimental investigation. The tests were
conducted in 1982.
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Tests carried out by Ehsani and Wight [9] in 1983 investigated the effect of
transverse beams and slab on the performance of exterior beam-to-column
connections. All six specimens were tested under cyclic lateral loading together with
axial loading.
In 1988, three beam-column slab subassemblages were tested by Kurose et al. [41]
one of which was exterior. Two specimens also had transverse beams. The
specimens with transverse beams were tested in two principal directions, one at a
time, summing up to 5 analyses in total. Axial load was not applied to the columns.
Specimens of Park et al. [12] were similar to the ones of Kurose et al., such that this
group of specimens also included three subassemblies all with slabs and two of them
with transverse beams. The specimens were loaded in both principal directions one at
a time, one of which was exterior. The research was completed in 1989.
Twelve specimens were tested by Alameddine and Ehsani [8] in 1990 with varying
concrete compressive strengths, joint shear reinforcement ratios, beam and column
longitudinal reinforcement ratios. The connection subassemblies were two
dimensional and did not include slabs or transverse beams. All specimens had axially
loaded columns.
All four specimens of Raffaelle and Wight [24] had spandrel beam eccentricities
with varying beam dimensions and reinforcements. Specimens had neither slabs nor
transverse beams. The investigation was conducted in 1992.
Gentry and Wight [28] investigated the behavior of exterior wide beam-to-column
connections in 1992 by testing four specimens that had no slab or transverse beam.
The column dimensions and reinforcement were the same for all specimens, whereas
longitudinal reinforcement of the wide beams was altered. The columns were axially
loaded.
Quintero-Febres and Wight [16] investigated the performance of interior wide beamto-column connections in 1997. The specimens had neither a floor system nor axial
load on the column.
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In 1997, LaFave and Wight [13] conducted tests on exterior wide beam-to-column
connections, similar to Gentry. In this test series, the subassemblies included slab and
transverse beams. All four specimens were tested under cyclic loading in the wide
beam direction, without any axial loading. One of the specimens had a conventional
beam section in the loading direction for comparison of the behavior.
Chen and Chen [42] explored the effect of eccentricity on the performance of interior
beam-to-column joints. From the six specimens tested, all were eccentric except one.
Four of the eccentric specimens, called as JS series, were constructed using spread
ended beams with varying longitudinal reinforcement. The joints did not include
transverse beams or slabs. The experimental study was carried out in 1997.
Specimens of Teng and Zhou [43] were classified in two series composed of three
specimens each. All specimens were interior and four of them were eccentric.
Column height and transverse reinforcement ratio are the two altering parameters
between series one and two. All specimens had axial load on columns in addition to
lateral cyclic loading. The research project was completed in 2000.
Tests of Shin and LaFave [27] were conducted in 2004. Four exterior beam-columnslab connection specimens were tested, two of which had spandrel beam eccentricity.
The lateral loading was applied in the spandrel beam direction without any axial load
on the column.
The main scope of the research carried out by Goto and Joh [26] in 2004 was
eccentricity. From four of the interior specimens tested, one was concentric, whereas
the beam and column axes of others’ did not coincide, with increasing eccentricities.
While the first three specimens had similar joint shear reinforcement ratios, the last
specimen was constructed with additional shear reinforcement in the joint region. All
specimens had axial loads applied on the columns, but none had slab or transverse
beams.
Interior beam-to-column connections tested by Hwang et al. [44] were aimed to
explore the significance of joint transverse reinforcement. The research was carried
out in 2004. None of the specimens had transverse beams and/or slabs.
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In 2005, Burak and Wight [14] tested three 3/4 scale exterior specimens. All three
specimens had slab and transverse beams in addition to eccentric spandrel beams.
Moreover, one of the specimens had a wide beam in the normal beam direction.
Axial load was applied on the column of each subassembly. This experimental study
differs from other selected eccentric connection tests, because the specimens were
loaded in two principal directions, one plane at a time.
Wong [45] tested seventeen beam-to-column connections in 2005 to observe the
effect of several parameters such as the horizontal and vertical reinforcement ratios
in the joint, the hooks of beam longitudinal bars, and anchorage. Four specimens in
this test series are not included in the database, because beam longitudinal
reinforcement that has no hooks extending inside the exterior joint creates an
anchorage problem that is out of the scope of this report. All specimens had axial
load but no floor system.
In their benchmark test series for the validation of mathematical models developed to
define the behavior of connections, Shiohara and Kusuhara [46] tested six specimens,
four of which were added to the database because of the lack of data on the
maximum joint shear strength of two specimens. Different loading protocols and the
confinement effect of surrounding beams were the primary parameters investigated
in this study, which was completed in 2006. None of the specimens included
transverse beams and slab, but the columns were axially loaded.
In 2006, Lee and Ko [47] tested five specimens, three of which were eccentric. The
test setup included axial load on columns but no transverse beams and slab.
Specimens were classified in two groups with respect to the orientation of column. In
the first group, column was oriented such that the loading was applied in the strong
direction (parallel to longer side) and the second group was loaded in the weak
direction.
Li and Kulkarni [23] tested three wide beam-to-column connection subassemblies
without slab, transverse beams, or axial load on the columns. The width of the
column that the wide beam frames into was the main parameter of this experimental
study completed in 2010.
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One of the references mostly benefited from is the ACI SP-123, ‘Design of Beam-

Column Joints for Seismic Resistance’, which is published in 1991.The experiments
and specimens which are discussed below are taken from the above mentioned
document.
In their experimental investigation, Joh, Goto and Shibata [48] explored the effect of
geometric properties of interior joints, especially the eccentricity. Of the five
specimens tested, four, two eccentric and two concentric ones, which had the shear
stress vs. shear strain data available, are added to the database. Slab and transverse
beams did not exist in the test setup, but axial load was applied on the columns.
Main parameters investigated by Fujii and Morita [22] in 1991 were yield strength of
beam bars, column axial load and amount of joint hoops. Half of the specimens were
exterior and the other half were interior, all with axial loading of columns.
Transverse beams and slab were not included in the test setup.
In 2004, Kusuhara et al. [25] tested three interior specimens, two of which were
eccentric. No axial load was applied on the columns and the specimens had neither
slab nor transverse beams. The main parameters investigated were beam eccentricity
and effect of transverse shear reinforcement in the joint.

3.3

LABELING OF SPECIMENS

The specimens are classified with respect to the significant geometrical properties
such as the number of beams framing into the connection and slab presence in the
final database. The types of connections and respective labeling is presented below,
in Figure 3.1.
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CHAPTER 4
4

ANALYTICAL MODEL
ANALYTICAL MODEL

4.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Main purpose of this study is to develop an analytical model that accurately estimates
the shear strength of beam-to-column connections and represents the key
performance points of the shear stress vs. strain relationship. The model is kept
simple enough so that it can be employed by practicing engineers while covering a
variety of beam-to-column connections.
A wide range of parameters related to geometric and material properties of the
connections have been investigated. The influence of a variable is initially
determined based on the results of prior experimental and analytical studies. Each
parameter is evaluated by several different approaches and variation of the joint
shear strength estimate for each parameter is monitored, with an attempt to obtain the
best fit for the variable. As the study proceed, the influence of the variables are reevaluated with regard to their efficiencies in terms of reducing the total error and the
number of effected specimens, leading to the omission of parameters with negligible
effects.
While obtaining the key points for both shear strength and shear strain, utmost
importance is given to define the prediction related to physical quantities without
using fixed coefficients as much as possible. Moreover, basic predictions of both
shear strength and shear strain capacities of the connections are determined based on
the properties of beams in the loading direction, which is explained in detail in the
following sections. Basic prediction is later improved by employing variables
defined in accordance with the characteristics of the connection.
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While defining the variables reflecting the effect of geometric and material properties
of the connections, indices are created in order to be able to represent the relative
influence of the parameter mentioned. After that, various combinations of the
previously defined indices are evaluated to find out the rate of influence on the
connection performance, while keeping the variable as simple as possible. ACI
352R-02 report has been used as the basic reference in definition of indices and
determination of the adequacy of a parameter.
Since the experimental data on the shear strength of connections is easier to access, a
more detailed investigation on the shear strength prediction is carried out when
compared to the determination of the shear strain expected in the beam-to-column
connections.

4.2

JOINT SHEAR STRENGTH PREDICTION
4.2.1 Basic Joint Shear Strength Prediction (Vj0)

The first step of joint shear strength prediction is the specification of a basic value
related to the characteristics of the beam-to-column connections. Most of the prior
research studies and current structural codes define certain shear capacity
coefficients based on the location of the connection (interior or exterior) and the
relative width of the beams framing into the connection (confined or unconfined).
In this analytical study, instead of defining fixed coefficients with respect to the
surrounding beam properties, a basic shear prediction value is obtained as the first
step, considering the longitudinal reinforcement properties of the beams framing into
the connection in the loading direction. In other words, the shear demand imposed by
the beams is considered to be the basic indicator of the shear loading of the
connection region. Then, other geometric and material properties of the connection
are examined to modify the basic prediction and determine the capacity of the
connection to bear the shear strength demand imposed by the beams.
Basic shear strength prediction for joint shear strength is denoted by Vj0 and defined
as the total shear force imposed by the beams calculated as the multiplication of the
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top longitudinal reinforcement area multiplied by the yield strength for exterior
joints, whereas total reinforcement area is used instead of top reinforcement area in
the calculation for interior connections. Formulization of basic shear strength
prediction can be shown as below.
For exterior joints:

Vj0

=

 (A

For interior joints:

Vj0

=

 (A

i

x f yi )top

(4.1a)

i

x f yi )top   (Ai x f yi )bottom

(4.1b)

In order not to overpredict the shear force imposed by the beam on the joint, any
force arising from strain hardening is neglected.
The limitation applied on the basic shear prediction is on the maximum yield strength
of longitudinal beam reinforcement. In order not to overestimate the shear capacity
of the joint, 483.0 MPa limits the yield strength of longitudinal beam reinforcement,
representing a 15% strain hardening of steel bars with 420.0 MPa yield strength.

4.2.2 Adjustment Factors
As mentioned earlier, geometric and material properties along with the loading
conditions are the basic parameters identifying the strength versus strain response of
beam-to-column connections. Throughout this study, several parameters are
examined and relatively significant ones are included in the final joint shear strength
definition.

General methodology in determination of factors
First, all major characteristics of a connection are defined as normalized variables.
For that purpose, simple indices representing the effect of the considered
characteristic are generated. Main purpose of these indices is to have a basis for
comparison of different connection subassemblies that have similar properties.
Then, the influence of each index on the behavior of the connection is investigated
and an adjustment factor is obtained. This is accomplished by evaluation of priory
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generated indices and optimizing the adjustment factor to adequately represent the
effect of the considered characteristic on the behavior of the connection.
The final step is the determination of the limits for each factor, if necessary, in order
to prevent unrealistic influence of a parameter on the behavior. ACI 352R-02
recommendations are taken as the benchmark for limitation purposes.

4.2.3 Axial Load Factor
Axial load applied on a column is proven to increase the joint shear strength because
of the extra confinement it provides to the connection region. Effect of axial load is
represented by defining an axial load index based on normalization of the axial load
by the gross column area.

(4.2)

Axial Load Index (Ax) = N/Agf 'c
where,
N = Axial load on the column,
Ag = Gross column area

From several trials to minimize the error, enhancing effect of axial load on the joint
shear strength is best represented by half of the axial load index and the axial load
factor is defined as:
Axial Load Factor (AF)

=

(1+Ax/2)

(4.3)

Although the confinement effect of axial load on the beam-to-column connections
clearly enhances the shear strength capacity, in case of earthquake loading the axial
load level on a column may fluctuate, which results in a decreased confinement
effect than the proposed value. Since the experiments selected for the database were
carried out under constant or no axial load, the proposed factor defines the effect of
confinement provided under these circumstances. For design purposes, the possibility
of fluctuating axial load level under seismic action should be considered and the
axial load factor should be applied accordingly.
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4.2.4 Slab Factor
Experimental results of subassemblies that include slab reveal that beam-column-slab
connections sustain higher shear stresses. Another important outcome that can be
inferred is the additional confinement provided by slabs significantly diminishes the
negative effect of eccentricity on shear capacity.
Slab efficiency in joint shear strength enhancement is investigated based on the
amount of additional longitudinal reinforcement placed in the slab. Effective slab
reinforcement is considered to be the longitudinal reinforcement placed in the
effective slab width as defined by the ACI 318R-08 equations described in Section
2.3.2 of this report.
To obtain the slab reinforcement index, additional longitudinal reinforcement area
aligned in the loading direction in the effective slab width is compared with the
effective beam reinforcement area considered for the basic shear strength prediction
(Vj0). Since the area increase due to slab reinforcement is a direct indicator of shear
strength enhancement of the connection, created index is directly used as the slab
factor.
Slab Factor (SF) = (Abeam,eff + Aslab,eff) / Abeam,eff
where, Abeam,ef f =

(4.4)

top beam reinforcement area for exterior connections,
total beam reinforcement area for interior connections,

Aslab,eff =

slab reinforcement area in the effective slab width.

As the study proceeds, it is noticed that excessive use of slab reinforcement, even in
the effective slab width, does not enhance the shear strength as expected. In order to
overcome this condition, a maximum effective slab reinforcement area derived from
the minimum slab reinforcement ratio defined in ACI 318R-08 is computed. The
maximum effective slab reinforcement area is limited to five times the minimum slab
reinforcement area and slab reinforcement exceeding this limit is assumed to be
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ineffective. This approach is preferred instead of specifying a fixed coefficient in
order to make the limitation case-specific.
Upper Limit of Aslab,eff = 5 x min. Slab Reinf. Ratio
where,
min. Slab Reinf. Ratio is obtained as the minimum ratio given by the following
three equations:
=

0.0018*420
fy

(fy in MPa)

=

0.0018*60000
fy

(fy in psi)

(4.5)

≥ 0.0014
The min. Slab Reinf. Ratio values for common reinforcement yield strengths are
provided below:
min. Slab Reinf. Ratio

= 0.0020 for slabs where deformed bars with yield
strengths of 280 or 350 MPa (40 or 50 ksi) are used,
= 0.0018 for slabs where deformed bars with yield
strengths of 420 MPa (60 ksi) or welded wire
reinforcement are used

4.2.5 Surrounding Beam Factor

Effect of surrounding beams in confining the joint region is one of the primary
variables affecting the performance of beam-to-column connections. General
tendency to account for the surrounding element conditions around beam-to-column
connections is to assign certain coefficients in accordance with the number of beams
framing into the connection. In this study, instead of establishing specific values
based on number of beams, development of an index considering both the direction
of the beam and the ratio of the width of the column face covered by the beam width
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is preferred. The main reason to follow such an approach is to be able to represent
the surrounding beam conditions accurately, not only depending on the number of
beams but also considering the widths and directions of framing members. The
resulting surrounding beam index is:
Surrounding Beam Index (SBI): ∑ (bb,i/bc,i × reff,i)
where, bb,i=

(4.6)

beam width framing into the joint,

bc,i = column width where the beam frames into the joint,
reff,i= efficiency ratio of beam.
Determination of the relative efficiency of confinement provided by the beams in the
loading direction compared to the transverse beams is based on the variation of
coefficients specified in ACI 352R-02 recommendations and denoted by reff,i.
Determination of Efficiency Ratio (reff):

Relative efficiency of a beam in confining the joint region is addressed in terms of
the direction of beam. ACI 352R-02 joint shear coefficients for connections under
load reversals are used as a guide in determination of efficiency ratios for
confinement provided by beams in the loading and transverse directions. In ACI
352R-02, confinement by two beams in the loading direction has the same coefficient
with confinement by one beam in the loading direction and two in the transverse
direction. In other words, confinement provided by two transverse beams is
considered to be equal to the confinement provided by one beam in the loading
direction. Referring to ACI 325R-02, any beam in the loading direction is accepted to
be twice as efficient as a beam in the transverse direction. In this manner, efficiency
ratio for a transverse beam is 1/6, whereas the ratio is 2/6 for a beam in the loading
direction, summing up to 1 for a fully surrounded connection by four beams. Beam
confinement is considered only when the beam width covers 3/4 of the column face,
to be compatible with ACI 352R-02 Recommendations.
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After determination of respective confinement indices for each beam-to-column
subassembly, the factor for the enhancement of joint shear strength by surrounding
beams is determined as:
Surrounding Beam Factor (SBF) = (1+SBI/4)

(4.7)

4.2.6 Shear Reinforcement Ratio Factor

The confinement provided by the joint shear reinforcement depends significantly on
the selection of the transverse reinforcement ratio. Volumetric transverse
reinforcement ratios are computed for the gross and core sections of the joint and for
the effective volume that contains one layer of joint shear reinforcement in each
section to observe which gives the best correlation with the confining effect. The
definition of each volumetric ratio is given below:

As,one x Ls,one x n total
h c x bc x d b
A s,one x Ls,one x n core
=
h c,core x bc,core x d b,core

ρgross,total =
ρcore,total

(4.8)

A
x Ls,one
ρgross,one = s,one
h c x bc x s
A s,one x Ls,one
ρcore,one =
h c,core x bc,core x s
where, As,one = cross sectional area of transverse reinforcement,

Ls,one = total length of transverse reinforcement for one layer,
aligned in the direction of loading,
ngross

= number of transverse reinforcement layers in total beam
height,

ncore

= number of transverse reinforcement layers between top and
bottom longitudinal beam reinforcement,

s

= transverse reinforcement spacing,
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hc,bc

= depth and width of column, respectively,

hc,core,bc,core

= depth and width of confined column section,

db,db,core

= effective beam depth and distance between top and
bottom longitudinal beam reinforcement, respectively.

After the selection of the joint shear reinforcement ratio that has the best correlation
with the confinement effect, the joint shear reinforcement index is defined as the
enhancement or deterioration of confinement by the use of transverse reinforcement
over or under a limiting value, respectively. Experimental data in the constructed
database is examined to determine an optimum value for this limit. Volumetric
transverse reinforcement ratios ranging from 0.5 % to 2.5 % are evaluated and 0.75
% core shear reinforcement ratio for the effective volume that contains one layer of
shear reinforcement (ρcore,one) is determined to be the best indicator of the transverse
reinforcement confinement effect. However, a limiting value of 1.00 % is used in the
definition of the index in order not to complicate the equation, since the error
induced by changing the limit from 0.75% to 1.00% was negligible.
SRI = ρcore,one- 0.01

(4.9)

The shear reinforcement factor deteriorates the confinement effect for connections
with core reinforcement ratios for the effective volume that contains one layer of
shear reinforcement less than 1.0 % and enhances it for ratios higher than 1.0 %.
Shear Reinforcement Factor (SRF) = 1+10 × SRI

(4.10)

4.2.7 Shear Reinforcement fyield Factor

Another parameter that influences the efficiency of transverse shear reinforcement
has been identified as the yield strength of the shear reinforcement. From the large
spectrum of yield strength values tested, 483.0 MPa, which corresponds to a 15%
strain hardening of 420 MPa reinforcement, is determined as a limiting value for the
transverse shear reinforcement to be effective under high shear forces. It is observed
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that as yielding of transverse shear reinforcement in the connection region is delayed,
performance of the connection region improves.
The proximity of the yield strength to the limit is identified as the indicator of
performance of the transverse reinforcement, after normalizing the difference by
483.0 MPa. The equations for the yield strength index (YSI) and yield strength factor
(YS) are given below:
Yield strength index, YSI=(

483.0-f y

)

(4.11)

Yield strength factor, YS = (1-YSI/4)

(4.12)

483.0

4.2.8 Wide Beam Factor

For

wide

beam-to-column

connection

specimens,

the

longitudinal

beam

reinforcement outside the effective joint width does not function as effective as the
reinforcement passing through the joint. Prior experimental research reveal that even
at specimen failure, some of the exterior longitudinal beam bars do not reach their
yield strength, although all the interior bars are yielded. Consequently, the basic
shear strength prediction (Vj0), which assumes all the longitudinal bars are yielded, is
an over estimation for wide beam-to-column connections.
In order to overcome this problem, an index representing the longitudinal
reinforcement layout of the wide beam framing into the connection region is defined.
Main parameter that identifies the over estimation of shear strength capacity of wide
beam-to-column connections is determined to be the longitudinal reinforcement area
passing outside the joint width, in accordance with the wide beam effective joint
width

definition

aforementioned

in

‘Section

2.6,

Wide

Beam-to-Column

Connections’.

Wide beam index (WBI) is specified as the ratio of the longitudinal reinforcement
area passing inside the joint width to the total area of beam bars. For interior
connections, area of both bottom and top bars passing through the effective joint
width is divided by total reinforcement area, whereas for exterior connections, the
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area of top beam bars inside the joint width is divided by the total area of top beam
bars.
Wide Beam Index (WBI) = Abj,wide/ Awide

(4.13)

where, Awide : total area of wide beam bars,
Abj,wide : area of beam bars passing through the effective joint width.
Strain distributions observed in wide beam-to-column connections also reveal that,
even if the beam bars away from the joint core do not reach their yield strength, they
still experience considerable strains and cannot be seen as totally ineffective. In order
to account for contribution of bars passing outside the core, square root of wide beam
index is taken as the wide beam factor.
To limit the Wide Beam Factor in order not to create excessive strength reduction, in
accordance with the geometrical properties of wide beam-to-column connections,
minimum value of WBF is taken as the ratio of effective joint width to wide beam
width:

Wide Beam Factor (WBF) =

WBI ≤ bj,wide/bw,wide

(4.14)

4.2.9 Bond Factor

The bond between longitudinal reinforcement of the beam in the loading direction
and concrete is one of the vital parameters affecting the performance of beam-tocolumn connections, especially when subjected to cyclic loading. In the light of
experimental data, it is obvious that both shear strength and shear strain response of a
connection is strongly related to the bond characteristics.
The bond strength is evaluated in based on the column width to beam bar diameter
ratio and the yield strength of longitudinal beam reinforcement. In determination of
the bond adequacy, ACI 352R-02 recommendations (which are previously stated in
section 2.3.3) are taken as reference. Bars passing through the column core and
outside the column core are evaluated separately. Limiting values to define the
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optimum bond conditions are restated below and defined as the bond limit in
description of the bond index.
For bars passing through the column core:
h (column)
d b(beam bars)
h (column)
d b(beam bars)

 20

 20

fy
60000
fy
420

 20 (psi)

(2.25)

 20 (MPa)

For bars passing outside the column core:
h (column)
d b(beam bars)
h (column)
d b(beam bars)

 24

 24

fy
60000
fy
420

 24 (psi)

(2.26)

 24 (MPa)

Longitudinal beam bars evaluated as ‘bonded’ or ‘not bonded’ with respect to the
aforementioned limits. If the bars are evaluated as ‘not bonded’, extent of bond
deficiency is determined by comparing the ratio of beam bar diameter to column
depth with the respective limit and termed as ‘bond index’ (BI) of the bar.
Bond Index (BI) =

(h column /d b,beambars )

(4.15)

Bond Limit

Weighted average of bond indices of all beam bars is taken as the indicator of bond
resistance of the connection, forming bond factor.

Bond Factor (BF) =

 (BI *A )
A
i

i

(4.16)

i

where, Ai = Cross sectional area of longitudinal beam bar.
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4.2.10 Eccentricity Factor

Eccentric connections are observed on exterior faces of many reinforced concrete
buildings. Prior research indicated that eccentricity decreases the shear strength
capacity and increases deformations by means of additional shear forces created
within the connection region. In this research project, the effect of eccentricity on the
connection behavior is analyzed following ACI 352R-02 recommendations by
checking the ratio of the distance between the beam and column centroidal axes to
the column width.
For specimens that include a floor system, the deterioration of joint strength due to
eccentricity is minimized, whereas for specimens without slab, eccentricity values
exceeding one-eighth of column width is known to decrease shear strength.
Accordingly, effective part of the eccentricity (eeff) is taken as the distance exceeding
one eighth of the column width. Eccentricity index is the ratio of effective
eccentricity to column width.
Eccentricity Index (EI) = eeff/column width
where, eeff = eccentricity – bc/8.

(4.17)

The deterioration of the shear strength capacity of an eccentric connection without
slab is observed to be proportional to 25% of eccentricity index.
Eccentricity Factor (EF) = 1-EI/4

(4.18)

For connections with slabs, effect of eccentricity is negligible based on prior
experimental and analytical research, so if there is a floor system, the effect of
eccentricity is neglected in the model.
4.2.11 Summary of Joint Shear Strength Prediction

The joint shear strength prediction for selected experiments in the database is
presented as a summary in Table 4.1. Basic shear strength prediction, adjustment
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factors and resultant joint shear strength prediction are listed for each specimen. The
resultant joint shear strength (Vj,final) is:
Vj,final = Vj0 (AF) (SF) (SBF) (SRF) (YS) (WBF) (BF) (EF)
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Error =

Vj,experimental -Vj,proposed

(4.20)

Vj,experimental

(4.21)

Absolute Error = Error

Average Error =

 Error

(4.22)

n

where, Vj,experimental = The experimental value of joint shear strength,
Vj,proposed

= The analytical prediction of joint shear strength,

n = number of specimens.
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t
TEC 20
007 significcantly overp
predicts thee capacity of
o beamTable 4.22 indicates that
to-column
n connections. Since in
i TEC 20007 the sheaar strength of a conneection is
linearly reelated to thee concrete compressivve strength (fcd), as speecified in equations
2.10a and 2.10b, the capacity exxceeds the exxperimentaal value, connsiderably.
As the squuare root off compressivve shear strrength ( f 'c ) is consid
dered in AC
CI 352R02 [2], thhe shear strrength capaacity values specified using
u
ACI 352R-02 are
a more
conservatiive and acccurate than TEC
T
2007 values. How
wever, the equations still
s have
an error of
o 27.01% in
i the deterrmination of the joint shear strenggth for the selected
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database. Since the proposed shear strength, Vj,pro, considers the effect of several
parameters, the shear strength values determined using Vj,pro are more accurate than
both ACI 352R-02 and TEC 2007 capacity values. Although the predicted shear
strength values are not always on the conservative side, the average error for Vj,pro is
only 8.92%.
4.2.13 Efficiency of Shear Strength Adjustment Factors

In Table 4.4, the effect of each variable on the accuracy of the joint shear strength
prediction is evaluated. The variation of the average error with the application of
each parameter is examined both for only the specimens effected by that parameter
and for the total database. Efficiency of each parameter, which indicates the
enhancement of prediction accuracy, is also investigated by comparing the error of
the shear strength prediction when the parameter is considered (error with parameter)
with the error when the parameter is not considered (error without parameter). The
error for the cases when the parameter is considered or not and the efficiency are
computed by the equations given below:

Error for each specimen =

Error 

Vj,proposed -Vj,exp
Vj,exp

 Error for each specimen
n

(4.23)

(4.24)

where, n =If the parameter is considered, n is equal to the number of
specimens effected by the parameter, if not, n is the total
number of specimens.
Vj,proposed = Joint shear strength that includes the effect of
parameter for error with parameter and the corresponding
parameter is neglected for error without parameter
Efficiency =

Error without Parameter - Error with Parameter
Error with Parameter
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(4.25)

Table 4.4: Efficiencyy of Shear Strength
S
A
Adjustment
Factors

From Tab
ble 4.4, it caan be observ
ved that takking into account the parameters
p
S SBF,
SF,
BF, and WBF
W
are essential in thhe accurate prediction of the sheaar strength, whereas
the effect of EF is rellatively low
w.
4.3

DE
ETERMINATION OF
F CONNEC
CTION PE
ERFORMA
ANCE POIN
NTS
4.3
3.1 Definiition of Perrformance Points
P

The respo
onse of beeam-to-coluumn connections wheen subjecteed to lateraal loads
resulting in high drrift ratios can
c
be reppresented by
b four diffferent regions, the
boundariees of which are defined with 4 perfformance pooints.
First region of the connectionn response stands for the uncracked behavvior and
typically possesses
p
a stiff load vs. deform
mation relattionship. Thhe point where
w
the
cracking of
o the connnection reg
gion results in loss off stiffness is
i identifiedd as the
cracking point
p
and deenoted as ‘P
Pcr’.
After the primary craacks are forrmed in the connectionn region, altthough the stiffness
r
conssiderably, thhe connectiion starts to
o deviate fro
om elastic behavior
b
does not reduce
and continnues to carrry the appliied lateral load with inncreasing sttrength. Thiis region
ends at thhe point whhere the inellastic activiity increases and crackk maturationn occurs
and the sttiffness loss of the co
onnection becomes
b
sig
gnificant. Second perfformance
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b
off the secondd region is defines as point
p
of ineelasticity
point, whiich is the boundary
and denoteed as ‘Pinel’.
’
The third region reppresents thee inelastic activity
a
regiion where the stiffnesss of the
connectionn is considerably reduuced, althouugh the streength of thee connectionn is still
increasingg, or at leasst preservedd. The poinnt where th
he beam-to--column connnection
starts to loose strengthh denotes thhe end of the
t third region and caalled the maximum
m
point, ‘Pmax’.
The last performanc
p
ce point is specified as
a the end of descending regionn of the
connectionn response and definned to be the final point,
p
denoted by ‘Pfinal
’. An
f
illustration
n of perform
mance poinnts can be sseen in Fig
gure 4.1, demonstratedd on the
experimenntal joint shhear force vs.
v joint sheear deformaation relatioonship of specimen
SL4, testeed by Shin and
a LaFave [27].

Fiigure 4.1: Definition
D
o Performa
of
ance Pointss
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4.3.2 Prediction of Performance Point Pinel

The target point in generation of the analytical model for the shear force vs. shear
deformation response of beam-to-column connections is determined as the point
where inelastic activity of the connection is concentrated, Pinel. This point is selected
as the target, because the strain can be determined with high accuracy due to the
significant stiffness decrease at this point. Additionally, as many of the experimental
joint shear force vs. shear strain response envelopes do not provide data on Pmax and
Pfinal due to the limitations of either the test setup or the instrumentation, Pinel

constitutes the most reliable point for shear strength prediction of connections.
Basic Joint Shear Strain Prediction for Pinel

For the first prediction of the joint shear strain at point of inelasticity, a procedure
similar to the joint shear strength prediction is followed. First, all shear force vs.
shear strain data are digitized using a simple graph digitizing software called
‘Engauge Digitizer’. The digitized shear force vs. shear strain curves are linearized

for four performance points as illustrated in Figure 4.2. From the data acquired, the
ratio of the shear force of a joint at Pinel to the maximum joint shear strength is
determined as 0.804. The basic joint shear force at point of inelasticity is determined
as 80.4% of basic joint shear strength.
Vj0,inel = 0.804 Vj0

(4.26)

Accordingly, basic joint shear stress at point of inelasticity, vj0,inel is determined as
below.
vj0,inel =

Vj0,inel

(4.27)

A ACI,352

In order to predict the shear strain at point of inelasticity, an effective shear modulus,
‘Geff’, based on elastic shear modulus is defined. Elastic shear modulus is determined

as:
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Gelastic =

E
2(1+ν)

(4.28)

where, E = modulus of elasticity,
ν = poisson’s ratio, 0.2.
Determination of the effective shear modulus is carried out using prior experimental
data on the shear force vs. shear strain performance curves. The modulus of elasticity
values for both the elastic and cracked regions of these curves are calculated and the
average ratio of these two values is obtained to be 0.35, when all the specimens are
considered. Since the shear modulus and modulus of elasticity values are linearly
correlated, effective shear modulus of the connection to be used in the prediction of
second performance point is determined to be 35% of elastic shear modulus.
Geff = Gelastic × 0.35

(4.29)

Consequently, basic prediction of the shear strain at Pinel is given in Equation 4.30.
γinel,basic =

v j0,inel

(4.30)

G 35

Determination of Final Prediction for Pinel:

Prior experimental research proved confinement significantly affects the shear force
vs. shear strain response of a beam-to-column connection. In order to reflect the
effect of confinement by surrounding members and transverse shear reinforcement,
the basic shear strain prediction is improved using priory computed surrounding
beam index (SBI) and transverse shear reinforcement confinement factor (SRF).
Since confinement is inversely proportional to the shear strain magnitude, basic
prediction is divided to the above mentioned parameters to generate the final shear
strain prediction for performance point Pinel, γinel.
γinel =

γinel,basic

(4.31)

SBI x SRF
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Equation 4.30 decreases the aveerage error to 33% for predicted shear strainss with an
average prrediction off 1.15 γexp.
4.3
3.3 Constrruction of Joint
J
Shearr Stress vs.. Strain Cu
urve
After the determinatiion of the shear forcee and strain values forr performannce point
Pinel, sheaar strain andd shear forcce values foor Pcr and Pfinal and shhear strain value
v
for
Pmax are specified
s
acccording to the ratios obtained by examininng the expeerimental
data. Averrage ratios for
f shear foorce and sheear strain vaalues of perfformance points are
presented below, in Tables
T
4.5 and
a 4.6. Thhe proportions are deterrmined withh respect
nce point Pmax
to the sheaar force andd shear strain values forr performan
m .
Table 4.5: Summary Table for Joint
J
Shearr Force Pro
oportions

Table
T
4.6: Summary Table for Joint
J
Shearr Strain Prooportions

Accuracy of the preddicted shearr force and shear strainn are determ
mined by coomputing
gnitudes of which are given in
average errror and avverage prediiction valuees, the mag
Tables 4.7
7 and 4.8, reespectively:

Error for each
e
specim
men 


Average Error
E

γ propp -γ exp

(4.32)

γ exp
e

 Errror for eacch specimenn
N
Number
of specimens
s

Average Prediction
P


( prrop / exp )
Number of
o specimenns
866

(4.33)

(4.34)

(Vj valuess are used, instead
i
of ,
 in case of joint shear force predicction)
Tablle 4.7: Sum
mmary Table for Jointt Shear Forrce Predicttion Accuraacy

Tablle 4.8: Sum
mmary Tablle for Jointt Shear Stra
ain Predicttion Accuraacy

4.3.4

Accuracy of Joint Sh
hear Strain
n Prediction
n

Thhe accuracyy of joint sh
hear strain prediction for each peerformance point is
dettermined byy comparinng each poinnt with prioor experimeental studiees which
colllected joinnt strain datta. In Tablle 4.9, pred
dicted perfo
ormance pooints are
preesented alonng with the experimenttal values. The
T error foor each preddiction is
deffined as preeviously statted in Equaation 4.32:

Errror 

γ prop -γ exp

(4.32)

γ exp
e

wh
here, γprop = proposed jooint shear sttrain value,
e
al joint sheaar strain vallue,
γexp = experimenta
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Tablle 4.9: Accu
uracy of Jooint Shear Strain
S
Valu
ues

4.4

SU
UMMARY OF THE ANALYTIC
A
CAL MOD
DEL

The analy
ytical studyy is finalizzed by the generationn of an anaalytical moodel that
predicts thhe shear foorce vs. sheear strain response
r
off beam-to-ccolumn connnections
under cycclic loadingg. As menntioned earllier, a widee variety of
o geometriical and
material characteristi
c
ics are taken into conssideration inn the develoopment of the final
model. A brief summ
mary of the proposed equations
e
arre presentedd below aloong with
the graphhical illustrration of the shear force vs. shear straain responnse with
performan
nce points. The coefficients are oobtained frrom the aveerage valuees in the
constructeed database of experimental studiees.
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Joint Shear Strength Prediction Equations

Vjmax =Vj3 = Vj0 (AF) (SF) (SBF) (SRF) (YS) (WBF) (BF) (EF)
For exterior connections,

Vj,cr

(4.35)

= Vj,max × 0.44,

Vj,inel = Vj,max × 0.81,

(4.36)

Vj,final = Vj,max × 0.72.
For interior connections,

Vj,cr

= Vj,max × 0.40,

Vj,inel = Vj,max × 0.80 ,

(4.37)

Vj,final = Vj,max × 0.87.
Joint Shear Strain Prediction Equation:
inel =

γ inel,basic
SBI x SRF

.

(4.38)

Although the basic shear strain prediction is obtained for performance point Pinel, the
equations given below are given with respect to the shear strain at maximum shear
force, in order to be compatible with the shear strength prediction.
For exterior connections,

For interior connections,

max

= inel × 2.49,

inel

= max × 0.40,

cr

= max × 0.11,

final

= max × 2.65.

max

= inel × 2.77,

inel

= max × 0.36,

cr

= max × 0.09,
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(4.39)

(4.40)

finnal

= max × 2.83.

f exteriorr and interrior connecctions are illustrated on the
The finall models for
representaative curves given below
w.

Figurre 4.2:: Join
nt Shear Foorce vs. Strrain Curve for Exterio
or Connecttions
Summary of Performaance Pointss for Exterioor Connectiions
Pcr;

cr

= max × 0.11,

Vj,cr

Pinel;

ineel

= max × 0.40,

Vj,inel = Vj,max × 0.81.
0

Pfinal; finnal

= max × 2.65,

Vj,final = Vj,max × 0.72.
0

= Vj,max × 0.44.
0
(4.41)

Figurre 4.3: Join
nt Shear Foorce vs. Strain Curve for Interior Connectiions
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Summary of Performance Points for Interior Connections

Pcr;

cr

= max × 0.09,

Vj,cr

Pinel;

inel

= max × 0.36,

Vj,inel = Vj,max × 0.80.

Pfinal; final

= max × 2.83,

Vj,final = Vj,max × 0.87.

= Vj,max × 0.40.
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(4.42)

CHAPTER 5
5

VERIFICATION OF THE JOINT MODEL
VERIFICATION OF THE JOINT MODEL

5.1

OVERVIEW

Developed analytical model to predict the beam-to-column connection behavior in
terms of shear strength and shear strain response is implemented in the computer
environment for the purpose of verification. Verification process is carried out using
the experimental data acquired from prior research. Computer models of beam-tocolumn connection subassemblies previously tested under cyclic loading are
generated and the compatibility of analytical results with experimental results are
monitored.
The software ‘OpenSees’ [49], the ‘Open System for Earthquake Engineering
Simulation’, is selected for analytical verification of the model. Main properties of

OpenSees, which are influential in the selection process of the software, are the
variety of structural elements, the consequent freedom provided to the user while
modeling and a number of unique material properties, such as the availability of
identifying the pinching characteristics of hysteretic materials, which is not currently
possible with most of the available software. Also, since OpenSees is an open source
computing framework, a transparent approach is maintained throughout the
computing process, leading to a more research oriented analytical modeling. On the
other hand, main disadvantages of the software may be specified as the lack of user
interface and requirement of full text input, modeling and output files, leading to
complicated post processing procedures. Brief description of OpenSees is presented
in the following paragraphs.
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OpenSees Software Framework

OpenSees is described as ‘a software framework for developing applications to
simulate the performance of structural and geotechnical systems subjected to
earthquakes’ [49]. Goals of the software framework are indicated as,


new open-source code development,



education,



community discussion.

Fundamental advantages of OpenSees software framework can be listed as,


availability of large variety of materials, elements and analysis alternatives,



open source modeling rather than a black box approach,



goal oriented improvement of computational and modeling properties by
means of continual discussion and direct contact with developers.

5.2

DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENTS

Two different models are generated representing interior and exterior beam-tocolumn connections for analytical verification process. Beam and column elements
are linked through the connection element. Cyclic loading histories of tested
subassemblies are applied from the beam or column end depending on the
experimental loading scheme.
Detailed descriptions of elements composing the connection model are listed in the
following sections.
5.2.1 Beam and Column Elements

Modeling of beams and columns framing into the joint is carried out using elastic
beam column element of OpenSees with zero length rotational springs placed at their

end sections. The reason for using such a combination of elements rather than the
beam with hinges element already implemented in OpenSees is to be able to control

the moment rotation response of beams and columns, specify the length of the
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longitudinal elements where the inelastic activity is concentrated (plastic hinge
length) and also define the cracked section properties of beams and columns in the
elastic parts.
Definition of Elastic Regions of Beams and Columns

Required input parameters for the elastic beam column element of OpenSees are the
cross sectional area, modulus of elasticity and moment of inertia of the element.
Modulus of elasticity is defined in accordance with the ACI 318R-08 provisions,
using the compressive strength of concrete for the elements:
E c  4700

f 'c (fc in MPa)

(5.1)

Additionally, effective stiffness determination of beams and columns are carried out
in accordance to the ‘Update to ASCE/SEI 41 Concrete Provisions’ published in
2007, with the exception of beams with slabs. The proposed cracked stiffness
definition relates the stiffness of an element to the level of axial load. Calculation of
stiffness properties of beams without slabs and columns are given in Equation 5.2.
EIeff/EIg = 0.3

for P/Agfc < 0.1

EIeff/EIg = 0.3 + (P/Agf’c-0.1)

for 0.1 ≤ P/Agfc < 0.5

EIeff/EIg = 0.7

for 0.5 ≤ P/Agfc

(5.2)

In this document for beams with effective slab widths, the cracked moment of inertia
is taken as the stiffness of the web of the beam, assuming the flange parts are
ineffective. However, in this research project, a better match is obtained with the
experimental data, when the effective stiffness values computed from Equation 5.2
is utilized for specimens with slabs, rather than the stiffness values for the web of the
beam.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the comparison of ASCE/SEI 41 updated stiffness definition

with experimental data.
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Figure 5.11: Compariison of Stifffness Modeel with Exp
perimental Data
(U
Update to ASCE/SEI
A
4 Concretee Provision
41
ns, 2007)
Definitionn of Momentt vs. Rotatio
on Behaviorr of Beams and
a Column
ns
As mentio
oned previoously, beam
m and colum
mn elements are linkedd to the connnection
element viia zero lenggth rotationaal springs, the
t momentt vs. rotationn behavior of
o which
is defined using hysteeretic materrial.
The mom
ment vs. cuurvature rellationship of
o beams and
a
columnns are obtaained by
utilizing ‘Response2
‘
000, Reinfo
forced Conccrete Sectioonal Analyysis’ [50] software.
s
Then, thee curvature values aree multiplieed with thee plastic hiinge lengthh of the
elements to attain the
t momen
nt vs. rotatiion relationnship of th
he memberr. In the
computatiion of the member leength, wherre inelasticc activity iss concentraated, the
equation proposed
p
byy Mattock [51]
[
is usedd. Shear spaan of the meember and effective
e
depth of thhe beam aree the main parameters
p
aaffecting the plastic hinnge length.
lp = d/22 + 0.05z
where, lp : plastic hinnge length,
d : effective ddepth of the beam,
955

(5.3)

z : shear span, distance of critical section to point of inflection
5.2.2 Beam-to-Column Connection Element

The connection model proposed by Alath and Kunnath in 1995 is taken as the basis
for defining the properties of beam-to-column connection elements used in OpenSees
models of this analytical study. This model is preferred due to several features such
as the control the user have on defining the load vs. deformation relationship, when
compared to the models available in commercial software, such as Perform 3D [40],
and simplicity of application of this model when compared to more detailed models
that contains numerous springs, the properties of which cannot be accurately defined.
This OpenSees connection model does not include bar slip response, however, since
the influence of beam bar slip on connection behavior is already introduced explicitly
in the analytical equations defined in Chapter 4, the above mentioned more detailed
connection models are not required to be employed in the analysis.
The connection model is composed of 2 parts, rigid end zones of beams and columns
representing the finite length of these members enclosed in the connection region and
a rotational spring representing connection shear force and shear strain
characteristics. The spring is used to connect two nodes defined at the same location,
each of which is utilized to connect the longitudinal members oriented in one
principal direction, either the columns or the beams. Since the working mechanism
of this model resembles that of scissors, the connection model is named as ‘the
scissors model’. (Figure 5.2)
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nnection Model
M
(Alath
h and Kunn
nath, 1995)).
Figgure 5.2: Sccissors Con
Definitionn of the Hystteretic Sprinng Materiall:
The mom
ment vs rotattion relation
nship of thee joint sprinng is repressented by using
u
the
‘Pinching4’ uniaxial material. As
A the namee implies, thhe most rem
markable funnction of
this materrial is its capability of represennting the pinching
p
chharacteristicc of the
connectionn response. Moreover, since the material
m
allo
ows defininng four perfo
formance
points, it is
i possible to
t representt the strengtth loss of th
he connectioon after reacching its
maximum
m shear capaacity.
Response of Pinchingg4 uniaxial material deepends on a considerabble amount of input
values. Thhe parameteers needed to
t define thee Pinching44 material response incclude the
load vs. deformation
d
n data for 8 points (4 for the po
ositive enveelope and 4 for the
negative envelope),
e
6 parameterss to shape thhe hysteretiic behavior of the curve and 15
parameterrs to definee the cycliic degradattion of maaterial in teerms of foorce and
stiffness, as
a listed bellow with coorrespondingg explanatioons. The connstitutive model
m
for
this materrial was propposed by Loowes and Altoontash
A
inn 2003.
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Definition of the material in the model and related explanations are as follows:
‘uniaxialMaterial Pinching4 $matTag $ePf1 $ePd1 $ePf2 $ePd2 $ePf3 $ePd3 $ePf4
$ePd4 $eNf1 $eNd1 $eNf2 $eNd2 $eNf3 $eNd3 $eNf4 $eNd4 $rDispP $rForceP
$uForceP $rDispN $rForceN $uForceN $gK1 $gK2 $gK3 $gK4 $gKLim $gD1
$gD2 $gD3 $gD4 $gDLim $gF1 $gF2 $gF3 $gF4 $gFLim $gE $dmgType’.[40]

where,
$matTag

: Material tag.

$ePf1 - $ePf4

:Force values assigned to the positive performance points.

$ePd1 - $ePd4

:Deformation values assigned to the positive performance
points.

$eNf1 - $eNf4

:Force values assigned to the negative performance points.

$eNd1 - $eNd4

:Deformation values assigned to the negative performance
points.

$rDispP

:Ratio of the deformation at which reloading occurs to the
maximum deformation

$rForceP

:The ratio of the force at which reloading occurs to the force at
maximum deformation,

$uForceP

:The ratio of strength developed upon unloading from negative
load to the maximum strength developed under monotonic
loading.

$rDispN

:The ratio of the deformation at which reloading occurs to the
minimum historic deformation demand,

$rForceN

:The ratio of the force at which reloading begins to the force
corresponding to the minimum historic deformation demand,
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N
$uForceN

: The ratio
o of the strrength deveeloped upon
n unloadingg from a
positive load
l
to thhe minimum
m strengthh developedd under
monotonicc loading.

$gK1-$gK
K4,$gKLim : Cyclic deegradation vvalues for un
nloading stiiffness degrradation.
$gD1-$gD
D4, $gDLim
m : Cyclic deegradation model
m
for reeloading stiiffness degradation.
$gF1-$gF4, $gFLim : Cyclic deegradation model
m
for sttrength degrradation.
$gE

: Value used
u
to deffine maxim
mum energy
y dissipatioon under
cyclic load
ding. Total energy dissipation cappacity is deefined as
this factor multiplied by the enerrgy dissipateed under moonotonic
loading.

$dmgTypee

d
(opttion: "cycle", "energy"))
: Type of damage

The abovee mentionedd parameters are illustraated in Figu
ure 5.3.

Figurre 5.3: Pincching4 Matterial Defin
nition (Low
wes and Altooontash, 20003)
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Lowes and Altoontash [34] also developed a calibration procedure for the hysteretic
behavior and cyclic degradation parameters of the Pinching4 material. The presented
parameters were generated using the experimental data by Stevens et al. [52], which
had an extremely pinched behavior that resulted in a deviation from the assigned load
deformation points for the material.
In another study performed using pinching4 material, Çelik and Ellingwood [53]
presented a simple definition of pinching parameters, which leaded to satisfactory
results. Moreover, since the degradation parameters for deformation and force were
assumed to be zero, the hysteretic material responded following exactly the load
deformation points defined by the user.
In this analytical study, since the basic goal in using the Pinching4 material is to be
able to address the previously generated performance points for connection response
defined in Chapter 4, damage parameters for reloading stiffness and force
degradation are also assumed to be zero and pinching parameters are taken as the
ones presented in the study by Çelik and Ellingwood.
uForceP = uForceN = 0.10

(5.4a)

rForceP = rDispP = dForceN = dDispN = 0.15

(5.4b)

The unloading stiffness degradation parameters are taken as defined in the
‘Pinching4 Uniaxial Material Model Discussion’ [49]:
[gK1 gK2 gK3gK4 ] = [1.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.9]

(5.5)

where,
gK1 gK2 gK3 gK4 = Cyclic degradation values for unloading stiffness degradation
It is observed that the analytical results have a satisfactory match with the
experimental data when the above mentioned parameters are used in the cyclic
loading of specimens.
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5.2
2.3 Loadin
ng Procedu
ure and Geenerated Models
M
Reversed cyclic loadding for eaach specimeen, the dispplacement history
h
of which
w
is
extracted from the reelated experrimental stuudy, is moddeled using a simple prrocedure
based on the peak points
p
of th
he loading and the sttep size. Lo
oad increm
ments are
applied too the beam
m or column
n end, as specified
s
inn the relateed experimeent. The
maximum
m step size is taken as 0.5
0 mm, in order to keeep the num
mber of com
mputation
steps high
h enough to
t prevent inconvergeence problems and lo
ow enoughh not to
increase thhe computation time.
The displaacement conntrolled inteegrator objeect [49] is ussed with thee implemenntation of
several soolution algorithms. Thee proceduree starts with
h ‘Newton’ algorithm and
a tries
‘Modifiedd Newton’ annd ‘Newton
n with Line Search’ sollution algorrithms, respectively,
in case off a converggence probllem. Generrated OpenS
Sees modells are illusttrated in
Figures 5.4 and 5.5.

del for Inteerior Beam--to-Column
n Connectiions
Figurre 5.4: OpeenSees Mod
101

del for Exteerior Beam
m-to-Column Connectiions
Figurre 5.5: OpeenSees Mod

Figure
F
5.6: OpenSees Model for Connectio
ons Loaded
d on Beam
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5.3

DE
ETERMINATION OF
F JOINT MOMENT
M
ARM

In order to define the moment vs.
v rotationn relationshiip of the rootational sprring that
j
momeent arm is required
r
to obtain the flexural
representss the conneection, the joint
capacity. The
T previouusly determ
mined joint sshear forcess at each perrformance point
p
are
multiplied
d with the jooint momennt arm to esttablish the jooint momennt values.
Determinaation of thee joint mom
ment arm is
i carried out
o consideering the geeometric
properties of the meembers usinng basic forrce equilibrrium equatiions. Lengtth of the
beams andd columns, width and depth
d
of thee connectioon region annd distance between
the tensioon and com
mpression foorce couplee for the beeams are th
he main parrameters
affecting the
t joint mooment arm.
Moment arm calcullation proccedures forr exterior and interioor connectiions are
d
ppresented byy Çelik and Ellingwoodd [53].
presented below, following the derivation
A for Extterior Connnections:
Determinaation of Joinnt Moment Arm
The free body
b
diagram
m and a cloose up view of the forcees acting onn the joint reegion for
a laterally loaded exteerior connecction specim
men are presented in Figure 5.7.

Figurre 5.7: (a) Free
F
Body Diagram
D
off an Exterioor Joint Subassembly and
(b) Forcees Acting on
n the Joint Region
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oments trannsferred froom the righht and the left beamss are resolvved into
If the mo
compressiion and tenssion force couples
c
actiing on the joint
j
face, forces
f
actinng on the
joint and the force eqquilibrium on joint miid-height caan be repressented as inn Figure
5.8.

ng on the Jooint Region
n and (b) Horizontal
H
F
Force
Figuree 5.8: (a) Foorces Actin
E
Equilibrium
m at the Mid-Height of
o the Joint
As can be inferred froom Figure 5.8
5 (b),
(5.6)

Vj = TbL + TbR – Vc

If the ten
nsion forces imposed by the beeams are reepresented in terms of
o beam
moments and
a the disttance betweeen tension and
a compreession couplles,
Vj =

Vj =

MbL
M L
+ b - Vc
jd
jd
Vb L *(L b /2-w j /2)
jd

Vj = (Vb L  Vb R) *

(5.7a)

+

Vb R((L b /2-w j /2))

(L
L b -w j )
2*jd

jd

 Vc

 Vc

(5.7b)

(5.7c)

From the free body diagram
d
preesented in Figure
F
5.7, the lateral load applieed on the
column caan be defineed as,
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Vc = (Vb L*
L

Lb
L
+Vb R*
R b )/L c
2
2

Vc = (Vb L+V
L b R)*(

(5.8a)

Lb
)
2*Lc

(5.8b)

Finally, frrom Equations (5.7c) and
a (5.8b), joint
j
shear force
f
can bee defined ass,
Vj = (Vb L  Vb R) *

(L
L b -w j )

Vj = (Vb L  Vb R) *(

2*jd
L b -w j
2*jd

 (V
Vb L+Vb R)*(



Lb
)
2*Lc

Lb
)
2*L
Lc

(5.9a)

(5.9b)

Defining beam
b
shear forces in teerms of joinnt shear,

(Vb L  Vb R)=

Vj

(5.10)

wj
L b -w

L
 b )
(
2*jdd 2*Lc

Considerinng the scisssors model representing
r
g the beam--to-column connection,
c
, the free
body diagram of the generated
g
m
model
is as presented
p
in
n Figure 5.8
8.

Figure 5.9: The Freee Body Diaagram of th
he Scissorss Model
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Rotational spring moment is expressed in terms of shear forces on the beams as:
M j = (Vb L+Vb R)*

Lb
2

(5.11)

Replacing beam shear forces in Equation (5.11) with Equation (5.10),
M j = Vj *

Lb
L b -w j

(5.12)

L
2*(
 b )
2*jd 2*Lc

Simplifying the Equation (5.12), the joint moment arm can be finally expressed as,
J ma =

1
1-(w j / L b ) 1
(
- )
jd
Lc

(5.13)

The symbols used in the derivation process are explained below:
PT

= axial load on the top column,

PB

= axial load on the bottom column,

VC

= lateral load applied to the top column,

Vb L

= shear force imposed by the left beam,

Vb R

= shear force imposed by the right beam,

MCT

= moment imposed by the top column,

MCB = moment imposed by the bottom column,
MBL

= moment imposed by the left beam,

MBR = moment imposed by the right beam,
TBL

= tension force on the top reinforcement of the left beam,

TBR

= tension force on the top reinforcement of the right beam,
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CBL

= compression force on concrete for the left beam,

CBR

= compression force on concrete for the right beam,

wj

= width of the beam and column intersection region, equal to the

depth of the column,
hj

= depth of the beam and column intersection region, equal to the depth

of the beam.
5.4

COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section of the document, results obtained from the analyses performed using
OpenSees are compared with experimental data in order to verify the accuracy of the
developed model. Primarily, the joint shear force vs. shear strain responses of the
connections are used to verify the analytical model, if available, since this curve
directly represents the connection behavior. Moreover, in order to consider the global
response of the subassemblies, the lateral loads vs. displacement relationships are
presented for each specimen.
Specimens of Burak and Wight [14] are used as the primary source of the
verification, due to the availability of detailed data. Then, specimens of Raffaelle and
Wight [24], Kurose et al. [41] and Chen and Chen [42] are examined for both lateral
load vs. lateral drift and joint shear stress vs. strain response evaluation.
5.4.1 Specimens of Burak and Wight

Specimens tested by Burak and Wight [14] constitute an important source for
verification of the model, because most of the parameters studied for model
development are present in this experimental series, such as floor slab, eccentricity in
the loading beam direction, transverse beams and wide beam-to-column connections.
Specimen 1, Spandrel Beam Direction (1-S)
The first specimen of the test series is loaded eccentrically in the direction of the
spandrel beam. The beam in the loading direction frames into a square column and
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a floor
the beam to column connectionn subassembbly involvees a transveerse beam and
slab.

Figure 5.10: Burak and
d Wight, Sp
pecimen 1-S
S
As can be seen in Figgure 5.10, the
t analytical model is successful in represenntation of
the generaal behaviorr of Sp1, lo
oaded in the spandrel beam direcction. Althoough the
joint force is estimaated to be lower thann the experrimental vaalue, the annalytical
response is
i satisfactory in repressenting the limited
l
straiin in the connnection reggion.
The prediiction of a low joint sheear strengthh and initial stiffness manifests
m
itseelf in the
compariso
on of laterral load vss. drift ratiio relationsship as slightly reducced and
conservatiive lateral looad estimation.
Specimen 2, Spandreel Beam Direction (2-S))
The secon
nd specimenn has a recttangular collumn as a major
m
differrence from the first
specimen. Also the geometric and reinfoorcement prroperties off the mem
mbers are
altered.
v story drrift and join
nt shear forrce vs. shear strain
A comparrison of latteral load vs.
responses of analyticaal model an
nd experimeental results is given in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Burak and
d Wight, Sp
pecimen 2-S
S
The analyytical responnse of Sp2, eccentricallly loaded in the directtion of the spandrel
beam mattches with the
t experim
mental results with a co
onsiderablee accuracy ffrom the
point of prrimary stifffness, generral responsee and the stiiffness afterr peak valuee of joint
shear.
ment controolled integrrator with different
d
sollution algorrithms is
Although a displacem
utilized in
n the reverrsed cyclicc loading scheme
s
of the analyssis, the usee of the
hysteretic material Pinching4
P
l to deviiation of thhe analyticaal results from
led
f
the
experimenntal ones in the desccending reggion of thee joint shear force vs. strain
response, which resullted in a sud
dden increasse in the joiint shear strrain.
Specimen 3, Spandreel Beam Direction (3-S))
The third specimen of
o this test series is sim
milar to thee second sp
pecimen, exxcept the
m framing into the co
onnection inn the norm
mal directio
on. In Figure 5.12,
wide-beam
response of
o the OpennSees modell is compareed with the experimenttal results.
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Figure 5.12: Burak and
d Wight, Sp
pecimen 3-S
S
The experrimental joint shear force
fo
vs. shhear strain response
r
off Sp3 is acccurately
representeed by the annalytical moodel form thhe point of stiffness
s
andd strength. Also,
A
the
lateral loaad vs. story drift response of the connection
c
is adequateely predicteed, being
slightly on
n the conserrvative side.
Specimen
n 1, Normall Beam Direection (1-N))
In the norm
mal beam direction,
d
thhe test setupp represents a concentriic exterior beam-tob
column coonnection, since
s
there are no beaams framingg into the jo
oint in the opposite
direction. For the annalyses perfformed in the normal beam direection, it shhould be
mens were initially
i
testted in the spandrel
s
beam directioon which
noted thatt the specim
caused a decrease
d
in the stiffness of the connnections. Since
S
the efffect of priorr loading
is not refl
flected in thhe analyticaal model, a stiffer join
nt shear forrce vs. shear strain
response of
o the conneection regioon is observeed in the annalyses.
The compparison of analytical
a
annd experimental resultts of Sp1 lo
oaded in thee normal
beam direction can bee seen in Fiigure 5.13. Since experrimental daata on the joint shear
force vs. shear strainn relationshhip was not collected, only the laateral load vvs. story
drift curvees are comppared.
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Figgure 5.13: Burak
B
and
d Wight, Sp
pecimen 1-N
N
e
al lateral
The most important observationn from bothh the analyytical and experimenta
nse curve. Since
S
the
load vs. story drift reelationshipss is the asyymmetry off the respon
bottom annd top beam
m longitudinal reinforceement are diifferent for the normal beam in
addition to
t the effecct of floor slab included in the test
t
setup, the
t responsse of the
connectionn differ connsiderably inn positive annd negativee loading dirrections.
Although the stiffnesss of the currve in the poositive loadding directioon is over estimated
t effect of prior looading, the general
most probbably becauuse of disrregarding the
representaation of the lateral loadd vs. story drift
d responsse of the connnection in terms of
maximum
m magnitudees of lateral load and drrift is accuraate.
Specimen 2, Normal Beam Direcction (2-N)
The beam
m in the norm
mal directio
on of Specimen 2 fram
mes into thee strong direection of
the rectanngular colum
mn. As menntioned for the
t first speecimen, thiss connectionn is also
an exterio
or one withh asymmetrrical beam reinforcem
ment and flooor slab wiith prior
loading in
n the spandrel beam direction.
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Figgure 5.14: Burak
B
and
d Wight, Sp
pecimen 2-N
N
hen loaded in the norrmal beam direction, behaves
Also the second speecimen, wh
Figure 5.144). Since
asymmetrically in terrms of laterral load vs. story drift response (F
ment is higheer than thatt of the botttom bars, esspecially
the area of top beam reinforcem
a consideered, the
when thee slab barss located inn the effective flangge width are
connectionn is forcedd to sustainn higher strains in the positive direction
d
duue to the
relatively higher impposed shearr forces froom the beam
m. On the contrary, since
s
the
beam cann rotate morre in the neegative direection, the connectionn experiencees lower
strains.
The generral behaviorr of the speccimen with limited shear deformattion and lateeral load
vs. story drift relaationship governed
g
by the beaam responsse is satisfactorily
representeed by the annalytical moodel.
Specimen
n 3, Normall Beam Direection (3-N))
The respo
onse of Speecimen 3 loaded in thhe normal beam direcction resem
mbles the
deforms
response of Specimeen 2. As indicated
i
inn Figure 5.15,
5
the connection
c
t lateral load vs.
asymmetrically due to unequal beam reinnforcement areas and the
p
story driftt behavior of the subasssembly is gooverned by the beam properties.
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Figgure 5.15: Burak
B
and
d Wight, Sp
pecimen 3-N
N
a Wight [14], which
h are loadeed in the
As for thee first two specimens of Burak and
normal beeam directioon, the stiffn
fness of the joint shear force vs. shhear strain response
r
of the coonnection iss over estimated, sincce prior lo
oading is not
n includedd in the
analysis. Even
E
so, thee lateral loaad vs. story drift relatioonship of th
he third specimen is
estimated in with a coonsiderable accuracy.
4.2 Specim
mens of Ra
affaelle and
d Wight
5.4
Raffaelle and Wight [24] experim
mentally invvestigated the
t effect off eccentricitty on the
response of reinforced concretee beam-to-ccolumn connnections. 4 eccentric interior
nt propertiess of the beaam in the
connectionns with varrying geomeetric and reiinforcemen
loading diirection aree constructeed, while thhe column properties
p
w
were
kept thhe same.
Neither off the connecctions had trransverse beeams or floo
or slab.
Specimen 1
The first specimen
s
off the experiimental inveestigation had
h an eccenntricity of 550.8 mm
(2 inches)) in the direection of loading. The dimensionss of the beaam were 2554 mm x
381 mm (10'' x 15'') with
w 3 19 (3 #6) and 3 16 (3 #55) bars usedd as top andd bottom
longitudinnal reinforceement, respeectively.
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Figgure 5.16: Raffaelle
R
a Wight, Specimen 1
and
As can bee inferred from
f
the laateral load vs.
v story drrift graph presented
p
inn Figure
5.16, the model esttimates a stiffer
s
respoonse of thee beam-to-ccolumn connnection
on is slightly over
subassembbly. Also tthe lateral load capaacity of thee connectio
estimated.. However,, the analytiical joint shhear force vs. shear straain behaviouur of the
connectionn shows a close
c
matchh with the exxperimentall behavior which
w
indiccates that
the over prediction
p
o the stiffneess and lateeral load cap
of
pacity of thhe connectioon is not
related to the connecttion region, but other members.
m
Thhe deviationn of beams from the
mation of
experimenntal momennt vs. rotation relationnship may cause the over estim
lateral loaad response of Specim
men 1, howeever since th
he experim
mental data on
o beam
moment vs.
v rotation response
r
is not available for this teest series, a comparisonn cannot
be perform
med.
Specimen 2
A narrow beam with dimensionss of 177.8 mm
m x 381 mm
m (7'' x 155'') and 2 119 (2 #6)
o Specimeen 2, which was the
and 2 166 (2 #5) barrs were useed in the coonstruction of
only diffeerence from
m Specimen 1. Since thhe beam facce is flush with
w the facce of the
column, ann eccentriciity of 88.9 mm
m (3.5 incches) was prresent.
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Figgure 5.17: Raffaelle
R
a Wight, Specimen 2
and
The response obtaineed from OpeenSees anallyses of the second speecimen of teest series
shows a close
c
match with experrimental ressults. Especcially for thhe results off loading
in the neg
gative direcction, the sttiffness andd strength characteristi
c
ics of the beam-tob
column coonnection is
i representted preciselly, for incrreasing strength branchh of the
connectionn response.. Although a slight sttiffness dev
viation from
m the expeerimental
curve can
n be noticced, the geeneral behaavior of thhe connecttion is reppresented
successfullly, except for
f the fact that
t the joinnt shear streength degraddation at higgh strain
values is predicted
p
to be lower th
han the expeerimental onnes.
Specimen 3
The dimennsions of thhe beam is slightly alterred from thee beam of th
he second specimen
by increassing the widdth of the beam
b
to 1900.5 mm (7.55''), 3 16 (3
( #5) and 2 16 (2
#5) bars arre used as top and botttom reinforccement. Thee eccentricitty of the connnection
is reducedd to 82.55 mm (3.25''). Comparrison of thee experimeental and annalytical
results is given
g
in Figgure 5.18.
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Figgure 5.18: Raffaelle
R
a Wight, Specimen 3
and
parison of the
t analyticcal and experimental results
r
of Sppecimen 3 leads to
The comp
similar co
onclusions for
f the casee of Specim
men 1. Althoough the annalytical joiint shear
stress vs. strain curvve representts the expeerimental beehavior witth high acccuracy, a
stiffer resp
ponse of thee specimen is observedd in the evaluation of lateral load vs.
v story
drift com
mparison. As
A mentionned earlierr, this ind
dicates the deviation of the
experimenntal behavioor of the beaam from thee analytical moment vss. rotation reesponse.
Specimen 4

Figgure 5.19: Raffaelle
R
a Wight, Specimen 4
and
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The last specimen is very similar to Specimen 3 as only the height of the beam is
increased to 558.8 mm (22''), whereas the longitudinal reinforcement and eccentricity
ratios were kept constant. An important difference of Specimen 4 is the placement of
6 layers of transverse reinforcement in the joint region, instead of 3, which was the
case for other specimens in this test series.
As can be seen in Figure 5.19, the overestimation of joint shear strength vs. strain
relationship for the connection leads to a relatively higher estimation of lateral load
vs. story drift response of the specimen. Although the general behavior of the
specimen is presented with the connection model, the shear strength response of the
connection could not be predicted as accurately as for the prior specimens.
An important property of the beam in the loading direction is its narrow shape with a
beam depth to beam width (hb/bb) ratio of 2.93. Since the number of specimens with
high hb/bb ratios is limited, the effect of this parameter could not be considered in the
joint shear strength prediction model. The effect of the inadequate confinement
provided by the narrow beams on the response of beam-to-column connections is one
of the areas that need further experimental and analytical research.
5.4.3 Specimens of Kurose et al.

In the experimental research program carried out by Kurose et al. [41], three
reinforced concrete beam-to-column connections with floor slabs were tested under
bidirectional reversed cyclic loading. The main parameters investigated were the
presence of transverse beam and variation of slab reinforcement. From the 5 analyses
performed, 1 is for exterior beam-to-column connections, whereas the rest are for
interior connections.
In the comparison of analytical and experimental shear strength vs. shear strain data
of Specimens of Kurose, it should be noted that the experimental shear response data
provided was highly pinched and irregular. Accordingly, the main point considered
in the evaluation of analytical joint shear response is the accuracy of general
behavior of the connection, rather than the descending portion of the response
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hear strain data
d
is pressented in
curves. Soome of the experimenntal shear sttress vs. sh
Section 5..4.5.
Specimen J1
Specimen J1 is the only speciimen of thhe test series which does
d
not innclude a
transversee beam in thhe direction orthogonall to the load
ding directioon. The com
mparison
of experim
mental and analytical
a
reesults is givven in Figurre 5.20.

Figure 5.220: Kurose et al., Speccimen J1
The joint shear strenngth vs. sh
hear strain response of Specimenn J1 obtainned from
analytical model possesses
considerablle accuraccy when compared to the
p
experimenntal results. However jooint shear strain
s
levels are predictted to be low
wer than
experimenntal values for high drift levelss. Generallly, reinforcced concrette frame
structures are designed for 2 % story drift,, so the preediction of shear strainns at this
w satisfacctorily perfoormed as
drift levell is the majoor concern of this studdy, which was
described in Section 5.4.5. Both
h the initiall stiffness and
a strengthh of the connnection
p
and
d negative directions conforms to
t the expeerimental
shear respponse for positive
curve, resuulting in an adequate laateral load vs.
v story driift response prediction.
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West Directio
on
Specimen J2, East-W
The seconnd specimeen of this experimenntal study included
i
booth floor slab
s
and
transversee beam inn the direcction orthoogonal to the loadinng. Analytiical and
experimenntal results of
o the analy
yses are pressented in Fiigure 5.21.

Figure 5.21: Kuroose et al., Sp
pecimen J22, E-W Direection
The first point to unnderline in the graphss presentedd in Figuree 5.21 is thhe lower
stiffness of
o the analyytical laterall load vs. sttory drift reesponse whhen compareed to the
stiffness accurately
a
predicted forr the joint shhear strengtth vs. strain
n graph. Undder these
circumstannces, the reeduced stifffness and strength
s
of the lateral load vs. stoory drift
response of
o the beam
m-to-columnn connectionn specimen indicates th
he inaccuraccy of the
stiffness of
o the beam
m modeled.. In additioon, the inco
onsistency of analyticcal beam
response results in the beam-tto-column connection not beingg able to reach
r
its
a can be seeen in the jo
oint shear foorce vs. sheaar strain ressponse.
capacity, as
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South Direcction
Specimen J2, North-S
In the thirrd analysis, Specimen J2
J was loadded in the diirection orth
hogonal to tthe prior
loading direction.
d
A comparisson of the analytical and expeerimental reesults is
presented in Figure 5.22.
5

Figure 5.22: Kuro
ose et al., Specimen
S
J22, N-S Direection
Analyticall results off the north-ssouth directtion loadingg of the Sppecimen J2 matches
with the experimentaal results witth adequatee accuracy. As
A the stiffn
ness and strrength of
the joint shear strenngth vs. strrain responnse of the analytical model folllows the
experimenntal curve, the lateral load vs. sttory drift raatio behaviior of the bbeam-tocolumn coonnection m
model repressents the acttual behavioor closely.
Specimen J3, East-W
West Directio
on
Specimen J3 loaded in
i the east-w
west directioon was the only exterioor connectioon tested
in the expperimental study.
s
The specimen
s
diiffers from Specimens J1 and J2 since
s
the
three beam
ms are framiing into thee connectionn.
The analy
ytical respoonse of Sp
pecimen J3 when loaded in easst-west direection is
presented in Figure 5.23.
5
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Figure 5.23: Kuroose et al., Sp
pecimen J33, E-W Direection
Although the initial stiffness off the beam--to-column connectionn of Specim
men J3 is
a strengthh of beam members
m
prrevented
representeed accuratelly, the low stiffness and
the joint to reach its shear capaccity, similarr to the eastt-west loadiing of Speciimen J2.
Since the beam-to-coolumn connnection of thhe model coould not attain its capaacity, the
lateral loaad vs. storyy drift respponse of Sppecimen J3 is predicteed below itts actual
strength, despite
d
folloowing a sim
milar path wiith the expeerimental cuurve.
Specimen J3, North-S
South Direcction

Figure 5.24: Kuro
ose et al., Specimen
S
J33, N-S Direection
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a
of this test serries is perfoormed in thhe north-souuth directioon, using
The last analysis
Specimen J3. As can be observed
d in Figuree 5.24, the innitial stiffneess predictioon of the
p
w
with considderable accuuracy, althoough the
beam-to-ccolumn connnection is performed
shear capaacity of the joint
j
is sligghtly overesttimated.
The accurracy of the model in reepresenting the generaal behavior of the subaassembly
can identiified from the
t lateral load vs. storry drift graaph, with th
he only deviiation of
analytical response frrom experim
mental curvve after con
ncentration of
o inelastic activity,
n with the ovverestimatioon of the joiint shear strrength.
in relation
5.4
4.4 Specim
mens of Ch
hen and Chen
In their exxperimentall research on beam-to-ccolumn connnections, Chen
C
and Chhen [42]
tested 6 full
fu scale sppecimens, mainly
m
investigating thhe effect of eccentricityy on the
response of
o connectioons. One off the specim
mens (JC) waas concentrric, another one (JE)
was eccen
ntric, remainning 4 (JS1--JS4) were tested
t
in ordder to evaluuate the influuence of
spread ennded beam
ms on ecceentric beam
m-to-columnn connectioons. None of the
specimenss included transverse
t
b
beams
or flooor slab. Unnfortunatelyy, only the results
r
of
JC, JE, JS
S1 and JS4 were
w discusssed in the final
f
report of the reseaarch projectt and are
available for
f compariison.
The spreadd end conneection detail of JS seriees specimenns is provideed in Figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25:
5
Conn
nection Detaail of Spreaad Ended Beams,
B
Cheen and Cheen [11]
The joint response comparison of analytical and expeerimental reesults are presented
p
on joint moment
m
vs. joint
j
shear strain curvees, differentt from the previous
p
speecimens,
to be comp
patible withh the data prresented in experimenttal research report.
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Specimen JC
As stated above, JC was
w the onlly concentriic specimen
n in the test series. Com
mparison
of the anaalytical andd experimen
ntal results iis presentedd in Figuree 5.26. It shhould be
noted thatt the shear response of the conneection was presented
p
as
a joint mom
ment vs.
joint straiin hysteresiis curve insstead of joiint shear sttrength vs. strain relattionship.
Therefore, in this report the jointt shear response compaarisons for all
a the speciimens of
Chen and Chen is preesented as jooint momennt vs. joint strain
s
relatioonships.

F
Figure
5.26: Chen and
d Chen, Speecimen JC
On the poositive direection of th
he joint mom
ment vs. jo
oint shear strain
s
respoonse, the
maximum
m strength of
o the analyytical model matches the strenggth of expeerimental
value, which is one of
o the primaary goals off this analyttical study, however, thhe lower
o the conneection modeel leads to a shift in the moment response.
stiffness of
The lateraal load vs. sttory shear prediction
p
of the modell is conservaative from the
t point
of maxim
mum strengtth, while th
he general response
r
off the subasssembly is followed
f
closely.
Specimen JE
Specimen JE had an eccentricitty of 100 mm,
m corresp
ponding to 20%
2
of thee column
w the onlly specimen
n with eccenntricity, butt without sppread endedd beams.
width. It was
123

ults are com
mpared with respect to lateral
l
load vs. story
Experimenntal and anaalytical resu
drift and joint momennt vs. joint shear
s
strain relationshipps in Figure 5.27.

F
Figure
5.27: Chen and
d Chen, Speecimen JE
As can be
b realizedd from Fig
gure 5.27, the analyttical model of Speciimen JE
adequatelyy representss the joint response
r
unnder imposeed loading. The initial stiffness
of the joint momentt curve, thee peak poinnt and the points
p
of stiffness chaange are
closely prredicted. Also the lateraal load vs. story drift of
o the subasssembly follows the
same trend
d with expeerimental results.
Specimen
n JS1
The geom
metric and material properties
p
o Specimeen JS1 weere the sam
of
me with
Specimen JE, exceptt for the co
onnection deetail in betw
ween the beam
b
in thee loading
a the connection region. Withinn a 400 mm long segmeent, the widdth of the
direction and
beam is en
nlarged from
m 300 mm to 500 mm, in order to
o decrease the
t degradinng effect
of eccentrricity. Althoough no ad
dditional parrameter is specified
s
fo
or the spreaad ended
beams fraaming into the connecction, the accuracy
a
off the modeel is also exxamined
comparing
g the experiimental andd analytical results of Specimens
S
J and JS44, which
JS1
is presenteed in Figure 5.28.
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F
Figure
5.28:: Chen and
d Chen, Speecimen JS1
As expectted, the accuuracy of thee joint moddel for Specimen JS1 iss not as satiisfactory
as for the prior specimens of thee test seriess. Both jointt moment vs.
v joint sheear strain
and lateraal load vs. story drift ratio respoonse of thee analytical model havve lower
stiffness and
a strengthh than the ex
xperimental setup with a spread ennded beam.
Specimen JS4
Although Specimen JS4 had thhe same geometric dim
mensions an
nd similar material
d
froom Specim
men JS1 inn terms of the orientation of
properties, it was different
13 (#4)
longitudinnal beam baars in the sprread end reggion of the beam. The number of 
bars locatted at the end
e region of JS4 waas 8, whereeas it was only
o
2 for JS1.The
compariso
on of resultss is presenteed in Figuree 5.29.
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F
Figure
5.29:: Chen and
d Chen, Speecimen JS4
r
that the
t inclusioon of additioonal bars
The experrimental ressults of Speccimen JS4 reveal
at the spreead end secction of beaams increasses the sheaar strength of beam-too-column
connectionns. Additioonally, the stiffness off the conneection is prreserved unntil high
lateral loaad levels. Thhe deviation
n of the anaalytical mod
del from thee experimenntal data,
which wass an expecteed result, in
ndicates thaat in order too use the model
m
for theese types
of connecttions, furtheer investigaation of speccimens withh spread end
ds is requireed.
5.4
4.5 Evaluation of Pin
nching Ressponse
One of thhe main reaasons for this
t
study tto be carrieed out usinng OpenSeees is the
availabilitty of a 4 point
p
hysterretic materiial, capablee of represeenting the pinching
p
characteristics of thee cyclic respponse. In thhis section, the accuraccy of the annalytical
model in representinng the pinnched behaavior of beeam-to-column connecctions is
evaluated..
In Figurees 5.30, the joint mom
ment vs. joinnt strain ressponse of th
he first andd second
specimenss of Chen and
a Chen arre comparedd with the analytically
a
obtained curves.
c
It
can be con
ncluded froom these graphs that thhe highly piinched behaavior is reppresented
successfullly by the jooint model.
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Figuree 5.30: Join
nt Responsee of Specim
mens JC and
d JE, Chen
n and Chen
n [42]
In addition, the speccimens of Raffaelle
R
annd Wight [224] have hiighly pincheed shear
force vs. shear strainn behavior. Although the responsse curves of
o the speciimens in
Figure 5.31 are not as smooth as the onees for Chenn and Chen
n [42], the pinching
p
characteristics of theese specimeens are alsoo representeed with connsiderable accuracy.
a
The reaso
on for the difference
d
in results iss that the experimenta
e
al data pressented in
Figure 5.331 is measuured on the flush (outerr) face of thhe connectioon region. The
T inner
face strainns are lowerr and the joiint model prredicts the average
a
behhavior.

2 Raffaellee and Wigh
ht [24]
Figure 5.31: Jointt Response of Specimens 1 and 2,
d in the anaalyses of sppecimens
The most problematic pinching responses aare observed
K
et al. As the ex
xperimental response cuurves posseess high irreegularity,
tested by Kurose
the resultaant analyticcal shear fo
orce vs. sheear strain responses
r
faailed to reaach their
experimenntal maxim
mum drift ratios. The analytical and experiimental joinnt shear
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strength vs. strain ressponse of Sppecimen J1 is compared in Figuree 5.32. Althoough the
response is represenntative for the earlier cycles, the analyticaal response fails to
predict thee high shearr distortion values obseerved in the last two cyycles.

Figure 5.322: Joint Reesponse of Specimen
S
J Kurose et al. [41]
J1,
5.4
4.6 Contrribution of Joint
J
Shearr Strain to the Total Story
S
Drift
In order too determinee the effect of the jointt shear distoortions on thhe total behhavior of
the structu
ure, its conntribution too the story drift is com
mputed. Thhe contributtions are
calculatedd at 2 % storry drift, whiich is the drrift limit forr reinforcedd concrete sttructures
consideredd in many of
o the desiggn codes (A
ACI 318-R008, TEC 2007). The maximum
m
story drift
ft is not utillized in thee computatiions, becauuse most off the specim
mens are
tested up to differentt maximum
m story drift levels impposed in diffferent expeerimental
studies.
The contrribution of the joint shhear distorttion to the total story drift is dettermined
using the following
f
e
equation:
Δj = H (11 

hb hc
 )
H Lb

(5.14)

where, H = height of the specimeen,
 = joint shearr strain,
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hb = beam heigght,
hc = column height,
h
Lb = total beam
m length.
The contriibution of thhe joint sheear strain foor the specim
mens of Burrak and Wigght [14],
Raffaelle and Wight [24] and Shin
S
and LaFave
L
[27] are compu
uted using both the
strain values determ
mined experrimentally aand analytiically. Deteermined stoory drift
contributioons are pressented in Taable 5.1.
Tablle 5.1: Com
mparison off Story Drifft Contribu
utions at 2%
% Story Drrift

where,

Δj,pre

= Story drrift contributtion of preddicted joint distortion,

Δj,exp = Story drrift contributtion of expeerimental jooint distortioon,
% Erroor =

 j,pre   j,exp
 j,,exp

Δj,pre / Δj,exp = Ratio off predicted story driift contribuution to
mental story
y drift contrribution.
experim
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5.4
4.7 Comp
parison of Response
R
w
with and witthout the Connection
C
Model
In this secction, the specimen beh
havior whenn the analysiis is carried
d out by utiliizing the
connectionn model aand when connection regions are
a assumeed to be rigid
r
are
compared. Experimeental resultss are also presented in the com
mparison grraphs to
enable thee evaluationn of the accu
uracies of thhe two approoaches.
In order too determinee the responnse of specimens with rigid
r
conneection regionns under
the same loading coonditions ass the ones with the connection
c
m
model,
the loading
histories obtained
o
froom the displlacement coontrolled reeversed cycllic loading analyses
of subasssemblies with
w
inelasstic beam-tto-column connection
ns are appplied to
subassembblies with rigid beam
m-to-columnn connectioons. Specim
mens of Buurak and
Wight [144], loaded inn the spanddrel beam ddirection, are utilized for
fo comparisson. The
of rigid
following graphs illustrate thee lateral looad vs. sttory drift responses
r
connectionns

and

i
inelastic

m
models

as

well

as

the

expperimental

results.

Figure 5.33: Rigid Connection
C
n vs. Conneection Model, Burak and
a Wight, Sp. 1-S
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Figure 5.34: Rigid Connection
C
n vs. Conneection Model, Burak and
a Wight, Sp. 2-S

Figure 5.35: Rigid Connection
C
n vs. Conneection Model, Burak and
a Wight, Sp. 3-S
As can bee inferred from
f
the graaphs, the proposed connection model
m
repressents the
joint resp
ponse and consequentl
c
ly the strucctural behaavior more precisely tthan the
assumptioon of rigid connection regions.
r
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For specimens with low joint shear strain values, as for the specimen 1-S, the rigid
connection response results in a relatively close lateral load vs. story drift curve with
the connection model. However, for specimens with high joint shear deformations,
the assumption of rigid beam-to-column connections clearly leads to an extensive
underestimation of total story drift. For both specimens 2-S and 3-S, the connection
model represents the structural behavior much more accurately and realistically.
Figures 5.33, 5.34 and 5.35 clearly indicate that the assumption of rigid connection

regions leads to underestimation of story drifts and should not be used in design and
analysis. The use of inelastic beam-to-column connection models results in more
conservative story drift estimations and more accurate assessment of the load vs.
deformation behavior for the whole structure and each member.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1

SUMMARY

The purpose of this thesis was to develop an analytical model that defines the shear
response of beam-to-column connections subjected to cyclic loading. The proposed
model is intended to be applicable for a wide variety of connections yet simple
enough to be convenient for practical use.
Primarily, a comprehensive database of experimental research on beam-to-column
connection specimens is generated, including different types of connections with a
wide range of geometric and material properties. After the construction of the
database, the properties of the selected specimens are evaluated in order to define a
joint shear strength prediction procedure considering the key properties of beam-tocolumn connections.
The generation of the shear strength prediction model begins with a basic joint shear
strength definition based on the imposed loads on the connections from the beams in
the loading direction. The proposed basic joint shear strength of the connections is
later improved by adjustment factors, which are specified with respect to the
geometric and material properties of the connections. After evaluation of the
influence of key parameters on the shear strength capacity of the connections in the
light of prior experimental and analytical research, a detailed shear strength
prediction model is developed which is applicable to a wide variety of connections.
The following step in construction of a response model for beam-to-column
connections under reversed cyclic loading is the determination of basic shear strain
and shear strength performance points. For that purpose, major performance points
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for the shear response, Pcr, Pinel, Pmax and Pfinal are specified using the experimental
joint shear force vs. shear strain data. Since Pinel is the point that can be determined
accurately among the four performance points, a prediction procedure, based on the
basic joint shear strength is proposed to define Pinel. Shear force and shear strain
values of the other performance points are determined relative to Pinel and the
performance curves defining the shear force vs. shear strain relationship for exterior
and interior beam-to-column connections are generated.
The verification of the proposed performance curves are carried out using OpenSees
software. Beam-to-column connection element proposed by Alath and Kunnath [31]
is used in the analytical verification process along with the hysteretic material
Pinching4 to define the previously generated shear force vs. shear strain relationships

of the specimens. The results of the reversed cyclic loading analyses of beam-tocolumn connections are compared with experimental data in order to verify the
analytical model.
6.2

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of this analytical study, the conclusions presented in the following
paragraphs are drawn:
1. Since the contribution of a beam-to-column connection distortion on the story
drift can be in the range of 40%, assuming the connections as elastic or rigid
zones can lead to analytical story drifts much below the actual value, which
may even result in the collapse of the structure.
2. In order to achieve a reliable structural behavior, the response of beam-tocolumn connections should be considered carefully in the analysis and design
of reinforced concrete structures, especially for seismic design. The proposed
beam-to-column connection performance models constitute a simple and
accurate approach to estimate the joint behaviour under cyclic loading.
3. Although providing extensive information on the detailing of beam-tocolumn connections, the shear strength determination equations presented in
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ACI 352R-02 may lead to an improper assessment of the joint shear capacity
as a result of using predefined coefficients for certain connection types.
4. The basic equations presented in TEC2007 significantly overestimate the
shear capacity of beam-to-column connections and therefore, they cannot be
conservatively used in seismic design applications.
5. Shear strength capacity of beam-to-column connections are strongly related
to the shear demand imposed by the beams in the loading direction.
6. Although the use of steel reinforcement with high yield strengths as
longitudinal beam reinforcement increases the shear capacity of a beam-tocolumn connection, using bars with yield strength higher than 500 MPa does
not improve the capacity further.
7. On the other hand, use of high strength transverse shear reinforcement delays
the deterioration of confinement in the connection region, leading to higher
joint shear force capacities.
8. Bond properties of the longitudinal beam reinforcement in the loading
direction considerably affect the shear strength capacity of connections. The
recommendations presented in ACI 352-R02 are adequate in specifying bond
properties and minimizing bar slip.
9. Confinement provided by surrounding members and transverse shear
reinforcement significantly affects the shear strain characteristics of
connections under cyclic loading.
10. The proposed stiffness model in ‘Update to ASCE/SEI 41 Concrete
Provisions (2007)’ estimates the cracked stiffness of the members in the
elastic range with considerable accuracy.
11. In order for the Pinching4 material model defined in OpenSees to be more
reliable, a procedure to determine the damage and pinching parameters for
different geometric, material and loading conditions should be described.
12. Also for the Pinching4 material to be used more accurately in the prediction
of the contribution of joint shear distortions to the total story drift, the
problem of rapid strain increase for the descending portion of the shear
strength vs. strain response should be resolved.
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6.3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Although the presented joint shear behavior model leads to satisfactory results for a
wide variety of beam-to-column connections and presents a simple approach for the
understanding of the joint behavior, some important subjects in need of further
research should be underlined.
1. In order to reach more accurate results, especially for generating joint shear
strain performance points, more experimental research should be conducted
that measures the shear strain vs. shear stress response of connections.
2. Additionally, to provide a thorough understanding of the response of
connections after maximum strength has been reached, the specimens should
be tested to higher drift levels.
3. The confining effect of beams with varying beam depth to beam width ratios,
both high and low, and spread end zones on connection behavior should be
examined.
4. The effect of aspect ratio of columns with high column depth to column
width ratios should be evaluated.
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